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ABSTRACT	  
 

This dissertation researched and reported on how technology was used to 

facilitate and inform reflective teaching practices. It also identified the characteristics of 

benefits and barriers in using technology for teaching and reflection. 

The study, descriptive in nature, was designed to determine the reflective 

practices of instructors and how emerging technologies could be used to enhance that 

reflection. To obtain this information, a Grounded Theory approach was used. 

Data were gathered and evaluated from a national survey of instructors on their 

teaching practices, technology used in teaching, how they reflected on their teaching, 

how they used technology to reflect on their teaching, and barriers to using technology 

for teaching and reflection. 

Seventy-three completed survey responses were received and coded into code 

families. These individual codes and code families were then analyzed to determine 

themes on how instructors used technology for more effective reflection on their 

teaching. 

The findings identified a number of themes related to (a) reflective teaching 

practices, (b) how instructors used technology to reflect on teaching, (c) the 

characteristics of learning technologies that supported reflective teaching practices, and 

(d) the barriers to using these technologies. The themes showed examples of how 

reflecting with technology supports effective teaching and learning.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

Introduction 

Instructors are increasingly faced with larger class sizes, 21st century learner 

demands and literacy skills and new choices for using technology to facilitate their 

teaching practices (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2004; Prensky, 2001). Institutions are 

struggling to leverage fewer resources and compete to provide instruction to a changing 

student body that demand more interactivity and technology. There is also a growing 

need for learning basic literacy skills in 21st century education and business. Therefore, 

instructors need to be more effective in their teaching practices and use of emerging 

technologies. To become more effective, it is important to identify and share the 

characteristics of a good instructor, especially as it relates to his or her ability to reflect 

on teaching practices, in order to maximize the teaching and learning experience. 

Rationale for the Study 

Instructors have their own beliefs and theories on how to design curriculum, 

lesson plans, and how to teach. Many teaching practices are based on antiquated models 

and/or lack of knowledge of new instructional strategies and the opportunities, and 

demands, of today’s learner. In order to improve teaching, especially as they explore the 

uses of emerging technologies, instructors must continually reflect on their teaching 

practices.  

Today’s learners are diverse in their learning needs and expectations. For 

example, today’s students are more digitally literate, connected, experiential, social, team 
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oriented, and achievement oriented. They crave immediate responses, engagement, and 

experiences, and are visual and kinesthetic learners (Oblinger & Oblinger, 2004). 

Today’s learners need realistic, active, learner-centered strategies and experiences to stay 

engaged, be motivated, and succeed. Students need to find their own interests and see 

relevancy and application to their lives and needs (Prensky, 2005). 

In learner-centered teaching, learners are largely responsible for determining what 

paths they take in their learning and how they demonstrate their competencies (Weimer, 

2002). Learners have choices to learn and demonstrate competencies such as writing a 

paper, working in a group project in a variety of ways. With today’s technological tools, 

the possibilities for creative expression expand and instructors need to be aware of, and 

reflect on, the potential use of these technologies. 

The application of learning theories to outcomes, facilitated by technology, 

provides a range of options depending on learner needs and the instructional design 

strategies adopted by the instructor. A few examples of these strategies include 

behavioral repetition and feedback until mastery is learned (drill and practice, jeopardy 

games, etc.), cognitive conceptualization and understanding of knowledge domains and 

schemas (outlining tools and concept maps), and social strategies for peer learning and 

creation (group collaborative projects). These strategies can be applied with technology 

and used to assess instructional and curricular outcomes. 

Bloom (1956) developed a taxonomy for determining, teaching and measuring 

learning outcomes. He identified three domains of cognitive mental skills, affective 

feelings or emotional areas, and psychomotor manual or physical skills. The cognitive 
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domain begins with recalling information and continues through knowledge, 

comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Bloom, Krathwohl, & 

Masia, 1956; Bloom, 1964). Bloom’s taxonomy was later modified by Cochran, to add 

the concept of create and replace synthesis with evaluation (Clark, 2009; Cochran, 

Conklin, & Modin, 2007). 

As instructors move from lower to higher order thinking and learning skills along 

Bloom’s taxonomy, they can apply more active and learner-centered strategies to their 

teaching at all levels. For example, rather than measure learning by a test of recall, 

instructors can ask students to create a collaborative paper, online presentation, or 

podcast to demonstrate their knowledge, understanding and synthesis of a topic. 

While reflection on teaching practices can help any instructor improve his or her 

teaching, the need for reflection is even more important when instructors decide to 

integrate technology into their teaching. This is due to the fact that instructors are often 

learning the technology as it is being implemented or, if already familiar with the 

technology, they may still be figuring out how to use it in the classroom. Thus, increased 

use of technology demands increased attention to the teaching process, allowing 

instructors to reflect on and modify their teaching strategies and activities.  

While there are a number of teaching practices to choose from such as lecturing, 

demonstration, discussions, questions, collaborations, and so forth, the growth of 

emerging instructional technologies provide a richer and deeper set of options to facilitate 

teaching and reflection. By monitoring class sessions and student’s performance and 
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participation, instructors can look for indications of a student’s attitudes and progress for 

clues on how to effectively adapt their teaching. 

Many of the technology-based instructional tools are in their infancy in terms of 

their instructional affordances and others are expensive or too time consuming to 

implement. Therefore, it is pedagogically and economically important to reflect on how 

these technology tools can be used to teach effectively. As stated in the Horizon Report, 

2010 “The abundance of resources and relationships made easily accessible via the 

Internet is increasingly challenging us to revisit our roles as educators in sense-making, 

coaching, and credentialing” Johnson, Levine, and Smith, (2010, p. 3). Therefore, the key 

issue is not simply the uses of technology, but how technology supports effective 

teaching practices.  

Thus, in order to offer a rich instructional environment, instructors must become 

reflective about how to effectively incorporate teaching practices and technology into 

their instruction. It is important for instructors to be aware of the teaching practices and 

methodologies that they choose to employ and to develop a set of reflective strategies to 

determine if these practices and methodologies are effective. Therefore, there is a need 

for more research about reflective teaching practice and using technology to reflect on 

teaching and learning to help instructors carry out effective technology-based reflection. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this dissertation was to research how technology was used to 

facilitate and inform reflective teaching practices and identify the characteristics of using 

these tools that made them effective and/or efficient for teaching and reflection. 
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Perceived barriers can prevent instructors from using technology for reflection and 

teaching. Common barriers identified in previous research included lack of resources, 

time, or the lack of knowledge of possibilities and benefits to using technology in 

practice. Therefore, the barriers to using technologies for teaching and reflection were 

also identified. 

Research Questions 

The following questions guided this study: 

• How does technology provide options for teaching and reflection? 

• What are the barriers to using technology for teaching and reflection? 

Assumptions of the Study 

For the purpose of this study, the following assumptions were made: 

• The respondents in the study were currently using technology in their 

teaching. 

• The respondents had Internet access and were able to access the online survey. 

• The respondents were comfortable taking an online survey. 

• The respondents of the survey used in this study were truthful in reporting 

their experiences. 

Limitations of the Study 

• The results of this study are limited to instructors who have access to 

technology in their teaching.  

• The results of this study are limited to instructors who have some interest in 

using technology in their teaching. 
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Definition of Terms 

This section defines terms used in this study.  

Blog: Blogs are online journals. Blogs allow posting of entries and the ability to 

comment on those posts by others. Blogs can facilitate extended ongoing 

reflection, suggestions, and exchanging of ideas. 

Effective Teaching: Harris, (1998) defines effective teaching in a broad sense as 

simply instructor behavior or what instructors are seen to do in the 

classroom.  

While teaching behavior is acknowledged to be important, the 
underlying processes, principles and practice of effective teaching 
are equally significant. Consequently, this review considers the 
managerial and organizational aspects of effective teaching, as 
well as the pedagogical process (p. 169). 

 
Therefore, effective teaching is a collection of activities and interactions 

with students that support learning. Gurney (2007) identified effective 

teaching as; (a) knowledge, enthusiasm, and responsibility for learning, (b) 

classroom activities that encourage learning, (c) assessment activities that 

encourage learning through experience, (d) effective feedback that 

establishes the learning processes in the classroom, and (e) effective 

interaction between the teacher and the students, creating an environment 

that respects, encourages, and stimulates learning through experience.  

Effective Learning Strategies: Cherry (2010), identified effective learning 

strategies as; (a) improve memory and focus, (b) keep learning new things, 

(c) learn in multiple ways, (d) teach what they learn to another person, 
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(e) utilize previous learning to promote new learning, (f) gain practical 

experience, (g) understand how you learn best, (h) use testing to boost 

learning, and (i) stop multitasking. 

Hybrid class: A class where both face-to-face and online classroom meetings 

and/or activities occur. 

Instructional Affordance: When applied to technology, an instructional affordance 

is the intuitive use of that technology for an instructional purpose. 

Learning Management System: A Learning Management System (LMS) is a web-

based tool to manage the typical instructional activates of a class: 

presenting content, providing quizzes and exams, facilitating discussion, 

and providing final grades. The individual options available vary based on 

the system. The most common systems are WebCT, Desire2Learn (D2L), 

Sakai, and eCollege. An LMS is sometimes known as a Course 

Management System (CMS) but they do have subtle differences. For the 

purposes of this study, the common functionality for all systems was 

considered. 

Podcast: A podcast is an audio or video recording that can be played back on a 

computer or a portable device such as an iPod. Podcasts contain digital 

information that allows them to be accessible by subscription to a service 

such as iTunes. 
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Technology: Digital-based tools that create or facilitate learning and/or reflection. 

This could be classroom projection, recording and amplification tools, 

online web based tools, learning management systems, and so forth. 

Twitter: Twitter is a web-based service that allows users to exchange short (140 

characters or less) messages. An individual Twitter message is known as a 

Tweet. A Tweet contains information identifying the sender and the 

message. A message can contain just text; links to web-based information 

such as web pages, audio, video, or images; or a combination of all of the 

previous information. The instructional affordance of short, quick Twitter 

message activities allows users to foster active feedback, participation, 

contributions, and engagement of students. 

Universal Design: Universal design refers to a broad-spectrum solution that 

produces buildings, products, and environments that are usable and 

effective for everyone (not just people with disabilities) without the need 

of adaption or specialized design. In education, Universal Design in 

instruction means preparing curriculum, materials, and environments that 

can be used with ease by a wide variety of people. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

Much theory and some research have focused upon the importance of reflection in 

teaching. This study explored within the context of technology users, how refection is 

demonstrated (or not) in how they choose, use, and reflect with technology. This chapter 

discusses the theoretical background of reflective practice in teaching by first defining 

reflective practice in general. The chapter then details the different levels of critical 

reflection and its impact on reflective teaching practices. The chapter also examines the 

use of technology as a tool to facilitate the reflective process and concludes with a 

discussion of how instructors can effectively reflect on their teaching using technology 

tools.  

Defining Reflective Practice in the Teaching Profession 

There is disagreement among researchers as to the definition and efficacy of 

reflective practice. For example, Cornford (2002) in a meta-study on the empirical 

research related to reflective teaching practices, found that  

What is desirable is not simply a testing of paradigms in opposition to reflective 
approaches, but a testing of conflicting reflective paradigms to determine the most 
relevant and effective for educational practice. Unless this occurs, teacher 
education programs, which utilize reflective approaches in the most effective 
ways, are unlikely to be developed (p. 222).  
 
Postholm (2008) worked with a Norwegian lower Secondary school teacher team. 

She encouraged teachers to reflect on their teaching process, observed the teachers, and 

discussed their experiences. Postholm found that 
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… when teachers question their own practice, they can transcend their teaching, 
meaning they can think of and see new things. In connecting theory and practice 
teachers are shown in this way how to reflect before action, reflecting on prior 
experiences by using theory, and how they can reflect in action and on action, 
connecting theoretical concepts to their teaching practice. In this way theories can 
serve as a tool in reflection processes (p. 1717).  

While the researcher recognizes there is a need for more empirical research on 

reflective teaching, there is a body of theoretical knowledge that supports using reflection 

as one method of improving teaching practice. The remainder of this chapter will present 

theories on reflection, reflective teaching, and appropriate uses of technology to support 

teaching.  

The historical roots of reflection lie in Dewey's view of reflective thinking as an 

essential tool in enabling educators to direct their activities and plan an effective course 

of action with appropriate ends in view. Reflection ''converts action that is merely 

repetitive, blind, and impulsive into intelligent action'' (Dewey, 1933). Whereas non-

reflective teaching can be described as unconscious, automatic, and narrow, Zeichner and 

Liston (1996) contend that practitioners who engage in reflection are those who do more 

than exhibit a set of teaching behaviors identified and prescribed by others. Reflective 

instructors identify problems, question goals, explore contexts, analyze possibilities, and 

craft appropriate educational experiences to benefit learners. Reflection in its lowest form 

focuses on the technical aspects of teaching, namely, the application of teaching skills in 

response to narrowly construed problems (Cruickshank, Kennedy, Williams, Holton, & 

Fay, 1981; Schön, 1983; Zeichner & Liston, 1996). 

  In his philosophy Dewey sought to transcend what he considered the misleading 

distinctions made by other philosophers. By focusing on experience, he bridged the gulf 
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between the organism and its environment to emphasize their interaction. He rejected the 

dualism of spirit versus matter, insisting that the mind was a product of evolution, not 

some infusion from a superior being. Yet he avoided the materialist conclusion which 

made thought seem accidental and irrelevant. While he saw most of man's behavior as 

shaped by habit, he believed that the unceasing processes of change often produced 

conditions which customary mental activity could not explain. The resulting tension led 

to creative thinking in which man tried to reestablish control of the unstable environment. 

Thought was never, for Dewey, merely introspection; rather, it was part of a process 

whereby man related to his surroundings. Dewey believed that universal education could 

train men to break through habit into creative thought (answers.com, 2010). 

Reflective Practice 

Schön (1987) introduced the concept of reflective practice as a critical process in 

refining one's artistry or craft in a specific discipline. Schön recommended reflective 

practice as a way for beginners in a discipline to recognize consonance between their own 

individual practices and those of successful practitioners. As defined by Schön, reflective 

practice involves thoughtfully considering one's own experiences in applying knowledge 

to practice. 

Research on effective teaching over the past two decades has shown that effective 

practice is linked to inquiry, reflection, and continuous professional growth (Harris, 

1998). In an article about reflective practice and professional development, Ferraro 

(2000) says 
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Reflective practice can be a beneficial form of professional development at both 
the pre-service and in-service levels of teaching. By gaining a better 
understanding of their own individual teaching styles through reflective practice, 
instructors can improve their effectiveness in the classroom. The primary benefit 
of reflective practice for teachers is a deeper understanding of their own teaching 
style and ultimately, greater effectiveness as a teacher. Other specific benefits 
noted in current literature include the validation of a teacher's ideals, beneficial 
challenges to tradition, the recognition of teaching as artistry, and respect for 
diversity in applying theory to classroom practice (p. 1).	  
 
The notions of reflection-in-action, and reflection-on-action were central to 

Schön’s efforts in this area. The former is sometimes described as ‘thinking on our feet.’ 

It involves looking to experience, connecting with feelings, and attending to theories in 

use. It entails building new understandings to inform action in the situation that is 

unfolding (Schön, 1983). 

The practitioner allows himself to experience surprise, puzzlement, or confusion 
in a situation which he finds uncertain or unique. He reflects on the phenomenon 
before him, and on the prior understandings which have been implicit in his 
behaviour. He carries out an experiment which serves to generate both a new 
understanding of the phenomenon and a change in the situation (p. 68). 

The reflective practitioner tests theories or, as John Dewey (1933) stated, leading 

ideas and this allows the practitioner to develop further responses and moves. 

Significantly, to do this the practitioner does not closely follow established ideas and 

techniques, for example, textbook schemes. Instead, the practitioner thinks things 

through, for every case is unique, and draws on what has gone before. Therefore, 

reflection-in-action or thinking on our feet can be linked with reflection-on-action. For 

example, one may write down notes, post to journals, and/or talk things through with 

peers or a supervisor. Thus, the act of reflecting-on-action enables the practitioner to 

spend time exploring why that person acted in a particular way including what was 
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happening in a group and so on. In so doing the practitioner develops sets of questions 

and ideas about activities and practice. 

Reflection can be considered a hunting of assumptions. Based on experience the 

reflective practitioner asks questions such as what is trying to be accomplished, what 

happened, why, what should be kept or changed, how to plan for next time, how will it be 

implemented, and what are the indications of success? This hunt is an ongoing process. 

Over time, the practitioner observes and reflects on the various situations encountered 

and moves through a cycle of reflection that consists of stages, from concrete experience, 

to time to reflect, to modifying objectives and activities (Schön, 1983).  

Another model of reflection was developed by Kolb (Mills, 2009). Kolb’s 

experiential model addressed reflection through stages. Kolb’s reflection cycle has four 

parts that can be looked at from various dimensions and applications to teaching and 

learning. These include concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract 

conceptualization, and active experimentation. Learning styles can be applied to the 

model as the learner moves through Kolb’s Learning Cycle (see Figure 1). For example, 

assimilating information occurs as the learner moves from reflective observation to 

abstract conceptualization (Mills, 2009). 

Another way of viewing reflection is the ORID model (Objective, Reflective, 

Interpretive, and Decisional). This model mirrors the Kolb Learning Cycle and provides a 

progression of question types designed to move from mere reflection on the concrete 

experience to more analytical and subjective reasoning. Examples of the various stages 

are provided below. 
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Figure 1. Kolb's Learning Styles Cycle (Mills, 2009) 
 
Objective: 

Begin with questions related to the concrete experience. What was done, 

observed, read, and heard? Who was involved and what was said? What happened 

as a result of their work? 

Reflective: 

Next, introduce questions that address the affective experience. How did the 

experience feel? What did it remind them of? How did their apprehension change 

or their confidence grow? Did they feel successful, effective, and knowledgeable?  
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Interpretive: 

Then ask questions that explore the learner’s cognitive experience. What did the 

experience make them think? How did it change their thinking about...? What did 

they learn? What worked? 

Decisional: 

Finally, learners are prepared to incorporate their experience into a new paradigm. 

They may have a shift in knowledge, awareness, or understanding that affects 

how they see things and, ultimately, how they will act. What will they do 

differently next time? What decisions or opinions have they formed? How will the 

experience affect their career path, their personal life choices or their use of new 

information, skills, or technology? 

Examples of Reflective Questions: from Critical	  Reflection	  Activities,	  2006	   

• What (will you be/have you been doing)? Who have you been serving? 

• So what (will you be/have you been learning)? Why is your service work 

needed? 

• Now what (should others do about it)? What are you going to do about it? 

• Can you talk more about that? Why do you think that happens? 

• What evidence do you have about that? What does this remind you of? 

• Do you see a connection between this and ___? 

• How else could you approach that? What do you want to happen? 

• How could you do that?  
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Reflection as Artistry 

Schön states  

We need to teach students how to make decisions under conditions of uncertainty. 
The question of the relationship between practice competence and professional 
knowledge needs to be turned upside down. We should start not by asking how to 
make better use of research-based knowledge but by asking what we can learn 
from a careful examination of artistry, the competence by which practitioners 
actually handle indeterminate zones of practices – however that competence may 
relate to technical rationality. Inherent in the practice of the professionals we 
recognize as unusually competent is a core of artistry (Schön, 1971). 
 
Artistry is an exercise of intelligence and a kind of knowing. There is an art of 

problem framing, an art of implementation, and an art of improvisation, all necessary to 

mediate the use in practice of applied science and technique. When a reflective 

practitioner makes sense of a situation perceived to be unique, the practitioner sees it as 

something already present in the practitioner’s repertoire. To see this situation as that one 

is not to subsume the first under a familiar category or rule. It is, rather, to see the 

unfamiliar, unique situation as both similar to, and different from, the familiar one 

without at first being able to say similar or different with respect to what (Schön, 1983).  

In this way the reflective practitioner engages with a situation. The practitioner 

does not necessarily have a full understanding of things before acting, but hopefully 

major problems can be avoided while testing the water. When looking at a situation the 

practitioner is influenced by, and uses, what has gone before, what might come, the 

established repertoire, and the practitioner’s frame of reference. The practitioner is then 

able to draw upon certain routines, bring fragments of memories into play, and begin to 

build theories and responses that fit the new situation (Smith, 2009). 
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Critical Reflection  

Critical reflection is described as cognitive activity during which one carefully 

considers the impact of one's actions upon others. Critical reflection provides a rationale 

that takes into account the social, cultural, and/or political forces at work in the event 

(Hatton & Smith, 1994).  

Van Manen (1977) defined three levels of reflection. In each of these levels, the 

instructor’s concern is with: 

• ensuring technical rationality and applying knowledge to reach educational 

objectives measure, such as effectiveness, economy, and efficiency. 

• investigating, questioning, and clarifying end objectives and assumptions 

behind teaching activities designed to achieve objectives such as lesson plans, 

activities, and evaluation in regard to outcomes. 

• conducting critical reflection - higher level of reflection - context 

incorporating moral and ethical questions into thinking. 

Allowing one's own ideas, theories, and beliefs to be informed by the ideas, 

theories, and beliefs of others in order to interpret one's experience(s) characterizes rich 

reflection. In other words, why would one ignore or not seek out (and sharpen skills of 

finding out) what others have expressed in various venues about similar things that got 

their attention? Whereas each person's experience may be unique to the individual, 

reliance on just one's own ideas and interpretations is likely to limit meaning-making 

potential. Conversely, why would one rely only on others' ideas at the risk of losing or 

not even developing one's own voice and insights? Further understanding about and 
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continuous improvement of community based learning may lie at the intersection of the 

context and the process.  

Hierarchy of Reflection 

In a study on reflection, King (2008) wanted to determine the effectiveness of 

peer-generated feedback versus visual feedback in inspiring pre-service physical 

education teachers to produce reflections that were more critical than technical. The 

participants were junior-, senior-, and graduate-level health and physical education 

majors enrolled in an instructional methods course. Upon completion of four required 

teaching labs, participants were given either peer-generated feedback or a visual record of 

their teaching. They received reflective prompts and were asked to reflect upon their 

teaching. Among participants in this study, 61% of the more critical, intermediate 

reflections were based upon visual feedback. Peer-generated feedback produced 73% of 

the technical or novice reflections. King concluded that visual feedback inspired more 

critical than technical reflection. The data were used to categorize individual reflections 

into three hierarchical reflective groups: (a) novice, (b) intermediate, and (c) advanced. 

Furthermore, each participant was given an overall rating of the participant’s reflective 

skills. Novice reflections were short (15-33 words) and referenced one teaching concept 

inaccurately.  

The novices exhibited technical language directly from course texts rather than 

personal thoughts and made no specific connection between theory and the participants' 

performance. Intermediate reflections were of moderate length (34-52 words), referenced 

two teaching concepts, and did so with partial accuracy. The participants in the 
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intermediate category included both vague, conceptual statements and specific statements 

referencing teaching performance. Further, there was a mix of ''textbook'' language and 

the participant's own words. Advanced reflections were lengthy (more than 53 words) 

and addressed three or more teaching concepts accurately. The participants in the 

advanced category included critiques, suggested improvements, and suggested an action 

plan that directly related to the participants' performance. Advanced reflections were 

written in the participant's own words, exhibited critical thought, and expressed a desire 

to connect theory with one's performance.  

Critical Reflection Activities 

Critical reflection is a process by which instructors engage in aspects of critical 

thinking such as careful deliberation and analysis, making choices, and reaching 

decisions about a course of action related to teaching. Gustafson and Bennett (2002) 

found that promoting reflection among military cadets by means of written responses in 

diaries was difficult. Cadets across three different years generally did not produce 

responses indicating any deep reflection. Although the results were disappointing, they 

are consistent with the literature on promoting reflection that generally indicates it is 

difficult to accomplish. Gustafson and Bennett (2002) identified eleven variables that 

affected the cadets' lack of reflective behavior. These eleven variables were grouped into 

three main characteristics.	  

• Learner characteristics 

• Learner’s skill and experience in reflective thinking 

• Breadth of learner’s knowledge of the content area 
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• Learner’s motivation to complete the reflection task 

• Mental preparation (mental set) for reflecting 

• Degree of security felt in reporting actual reflections versus perceived 

desired responses 

• Environmental characteristics 

• Physical environment in which reflection occurs 

• Interpersonal environment in which reflection occurs 

• Reflection Task characteristics 

• Nature of the stimulus questions, directions, or probes 

• Format required for reporting reflections 

• Quality of feedback provided following reflection 

• Consequences of reflecting 
 

The quality of reflection is a measure of higher-order learning and may be a 

precursor to its development as well. For many adults, reflection does not happen easily 

on command. Similar to directives such as ''establish rapport,'' ''be creative,'' and the 

capability to ‘‘reflect on the meaning of your experience,’’ reflection requires both an 

understanding of the concept and the skills to actually apply it.  

Critical reflection in teaching requires the ability to be attuned to a student’s 

progress and readiness within the context of the learning environment. Critical reflection 

requires understanding teaching, learners, information and data, communication, and 

effective teaching.  This understanding must be on demand and across a period of time to 

discover patterns and informational trends. In order to look for commonalities, 
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differences, and interrelations in teaching and learning, having choices of activities, 

modalities of communication, and evaluations can make critical reflection more effective. 

Teaching Practices 

The empirical literature shows some connection between effective teaching and 

course evaluations. For example, Clayson (2009) conducted a meta-study. Clayson’s 

study showed that  

Although the student evaluation of teaching has been extensively researched, no 
general consensus has been reached about the validity of the process. One 
contentious issue has been the relationship between the evaluations and learning. 
If good instruction increases the amount of learning that takes place, then learning 
and the evaluations should be validly related to each other. A review of the 
literature shows that attempts to find such a nomological relationship has been 
complicated by practice, methodology, and interpretation. A meta-analysis of the 
literature shows that a small average relationship exists between learning and the 
evaluations but that the association is situational and not applicable to all teachers, 
academic disciplines, or levels of instruction. It is concluded that the more 
objectively learning is measured, the less likely it is to be related to the 
evaluations. (p. 16) 

 
Before examining reflective teaching practice, it is important to briefly discuss the 

current research on best practices in teaching. A literature review on effective teaching 

practices was conducted. In addition to a library literature review, websites and articles 

from EDUCAUSE, EDUCAUSE Center for Applied Research (ECAR), and the Sloan 

Consortium (Sloan-C) were reviewed for theoretical or empirical reviews of effective 

teaching practices. EDUCAUSE is a “nonprofit association whose mission is to advance 

higher education by promoting the intelligent use of information technology” (Educause, 

2010). ECAR provides timely research and analysis to help higher education leaders 

make better decisions about information technology (Educause-ECAR, 2010). Sloan-C is 

an institutional and professional leadership organization dedicated to integrating online 
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education into the mainstream of higher education, helping institutions and individual 

educators improve the quality, scale, and breadth of education (Sloan, 2010). This 

remainder of this section discusses the findings on teaching practices from the literature 

review on teaching practices.  

Teaching practices combine curriculum and teaching activities and involves 

questions such as what the learning objectives and outcomes are, how the outcomes will 

be measured, what is the environment, time and place, activities in which learning takes 

place, and so forth (Mills, 2009). Blair (2007) looked to answer the question, “What 

teaching strategies must teachers of reading be able to perform and how are these 

strategies effectively applied in teaching children to read” (p. 1)? The major findings 

were a composite of the 1985, the National Academy of Education, the National Institute 

of Education, and the Center for the Study of Reading at the University of Illinois report, 

Becoming a Nation of Readers: The Report of the Commission on Reading (Anderson, 

Elfrieda H. Hiebert, Scott, & Wilkinson, 1985); No Child Left Behind Act (2002) (United 

States. Congress, 2001); the Put Reading First program’s National Reading Panel report, 

Teaching Children to Read (National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, 

2000); and The International Reading Association’s (2000) position statement on 

Excellent Reading Teachers (International Reading Association, 2000). An examination 

of the areas that cut across these research efforts and position papers provided a set of 

common and important instructional features associated with effective teachers of 

reading. These common and repeatedly emphasized features stress the what and how of 

effective reading instruction and include the following: 
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• assessing students’ reading strengths and weaknesses, 

• structuring reading activities around an explicit instructional format, 

• providing students with opportunities to learn and apply skills and strategies 

in authentic reading tasks, 

• ensuring that students attend to the learning tasks, and 

• believing in one’s teaching abilities and expecting students to be successful 

(Blair, Rupley, & Nichols, 2007). 

A brief overview of the more popular effective teaching practices in K-12 and 

higher education includes work from Chickering and Gamson; Bangert; Keeton; and 

Gagne. Chickering and Gamson (1987) developed a concise summary of decades of 

educational research findings about the kinds of teaching/learning activities most likely to 

improve learning outcomes. The principles were compiled in a study supported by the 

American Association of Higher Education, the Education Commission of States, and 

The Johnson Foundation. The Seven Principles of Good Teaching Practice in 

undergraduate education encourages activities such as student-instructor contact, 

cooperation among students, active learning, giving prompt feedback, emphasizing time 

on task, communicating high expectations, and respecting diverse talents and ways of 

learning. These Principles of Good Teaching Practice can be implemented in a traditional 

classroom or online as shown in Cooper’s Good Teaching Practices (Cooper, 2004). For 

example, Cooper recommends that, to encourage student-faculty contact, instructors 

should schedule regular chat sessions in the online course. In order to encourage 

cooperation among students, instructors should provide group assignments.  
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Bangert (2008) conducted a study to develop an instrument that collected 

students’ evaluation of online teaching effectiveness.  The instrument was based on 

Chickering and Gamson's Seven Principles of Effective Teaching. Eight hundred and 

seven students enrolled in WebCT [a course management system] facilitated courses at a 

mid-sized university in the western United States. Students in these courses completed 

the Student Evaluation of Online Effectiveness (SEOTE) to collect data for the study. 

Results from an exploratory factor of analysis of a randomly selected sub-sample of 

SEOTE responses of online students yielded four interpretable factors: student-faculty 

interaction, active learning, time on task, and cooperation among students. A 

confirmatory factor analysis of the second subsample found that the hypothesized four-

factor model fit the data (Bangert, 2006). 

Keeton, Sheckley, and Krejci-Griggs's (2002) eight principles for effectiveness 

and efficiency in higher education included making learning goals and paths clear, using 

deliberate practice and provide prompt constructive feedback, balancing challenge and 

supporting the individual’s readiness, broadening the learner’s experience base, eliciting 

active and critical reflection by learners on their growing experience base, linking 

inquiries to genuine problems of higher interest to learners, developing student’s 

effectiveness as learners, and contributing to an instructional environment encouraging 

inquiry. 

Gagne defined nine events of instruction. These included gaining attention, 

informing learners of objectives, recalling prior knowledge, presenting material, 

providing guided learning, eliciting performance, providing feedback, assessing 
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performance, and enhancing retention and transfer (Gagne, 1965; Gagné & Briggs, 

1974). 

Gagne’s principles can be applied to a variety of disciplines, such as helping make 

communicative language teaching and learner-centered instruction part of an instructional 

approach. Gagne recommended that an instructor: 

• Provide appropriate input 

• Use language in authentic ways 

• Provide context 

• Design activities with a purpose 

• Use task-based activities 

• Encourage collaboration 

• Use an integrated approach 

• Address grammar consciously 

• Adjust feedback and/or error correction to the situation 

• Include awareness of cultural aspects of language use (NCLRC, 2004). 

In summary, effective teaching consists of applying various teaching activities 

that allow instructors to support their student’s learning. This includes clearly identifying 

objectives and requirements and providing authentic task-based activities, assessment, 

and evaluation. Effective instructors communicate and support their students by 

maintaining contact, providing feedback, and answering questions.  
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Reflective Teaching 

The development of deeper forms of reflection has been a persistent challenge for 

teacher educators. As one goes from lower- to higher-order skills, there are more 

conceptual relationships between knowledge and ideas. Therefore, the quality of 

reflection is a measure of higher-order learning and may be a precursor to its 

development as well. An expert is distinguished by the use of an intuitive thought 

process, which transcends analytical thought to dialectically interact with a situation. 

Experts blend procedural knowledge with more abstract declarative knowledge to 

spontaneously generate solutions to problematic situations in action.  

Chi (1988) studied 4-7 year old children in their concepts about dinosaurs. The 

findings indicated that  

Significant differences exist in the way expert and novice children’s 
representations are structured. Expert children’s knowledge is more coherent, 
both locally and hierarchically. Some experts were able to sort dinosaurs at both 
the super ordinate and family levels, but no novices did. Expert children could 
discriminate contrastive diet classes by using a single feature in both an inclusive 
and exclusive way. Expert children could reason categorically, using 
superordinate, family, and dinosaur categories. Novice children were just as 
competent as matched expert children in using general learning skills when these 
skills were assessed in a domain in which both the expert and novice children had 
equivalent knowledge. The use of learning skills seemed to differentiate experts 
from novices only in the context of dinosaur knowledge. Findings suggest that 
children can act more or less intelligently on the basis of what knowledge they 
have. A modest mastery of a domain results in intelligent explanations, 
constrained inferences, categorical reasoning, hierarchical classification, and 
classification based on well-defined family structures. (Abstract) 
 
A strong assumption of cognitive psychology research is that the expert’s practice 

is a result of high level experience-refined domain knowledge and experience-generated 

strategies that are different than those of the novice (Benner, 1984; Ericsson & Smith, 
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1991; Wright & Bolger, 1992). Schön proposed that the action-tested cognitive process of 

reflection-in-action is evident in amateur’s as well as expert’s practice. Similarities in 

Schön’s epistemology and cognitive psychology research findings focus upon the role 

experience plays in the emergence of expertise. In 1998, Ferry and Ross-Gordon looked 

at problem solving as an embodied mental process which leads to problem resolution. 

The study’s focus was to investigate unobservable processes. For this reason, qualitative 

interviewing using think-aloud problem situations was selected as the data collection 

method. Respondents were to express their decision-making process in their own words. 

The target population of the study was purposely limited to educators classified as novice 

or experienced in their field. The study’s sample was all female with similar subject 

matter teaching responsibilities. The first phase of the study included a questionnaire of 

problematic situations sent to 52 novice and experienced educators. The problematic 

responses were analyzed through thematic content analysis. To be judged as reflecting, 

respondents had to demonstrate at least four of the six indicators of Schön’s reflection-in-

action process: (a) recognition of the problem, (b) recognition of incongruities, (c) 

evidence of reframing of the problem, (d) generation of new solutions, (e) testing in 

action of solutions, and (f) evaluation of outcomes. The individuals selected for 

interviews in the second phase were at opposite ends of a continuum ranging from zero to 

six indicators. In phase two, eight novice and ten experienced educators were individually 

interviewed. The pilot-tested interview protocol was designed to use both standardized 

open-ended questions and standardized problematic think-aloud case studies. The 

interviews were taped, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed inductively using the 
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HyperQual computer program to sort the coded data. Analysis of the interview transcripts 

revealed greater differences between those educators who were highly reflective and 

those who were not, than between novice and experienced practitioners. The study found 

that use versus non-use of reflection-in-action was a more significant indicator of how 

individuals solved problems than years of work experience. Experience alone did not 

seem to enhance a non-reflective practitioner’s problem resolution strategies. Reflective 

practitioners used experience gained by reflecting on their practice to reinforce their 

highly personal, fluid, and intuitive problem solving. However, for the non-reflective 

practitioner, experience provided the vehicle to reinforce the usage of sequential 

decisions models. Thus, the key to expertise did not seem to reside in merely gaining 

experience, but in how the individual used experience as a learning mechanism (Ferry & 

Ross-Gordon, 1998). 

In a study by Sabers, Cushing, and Berliner (1991), expert, beginning, and novice 

teachers simultaneously viewed three television monitors focusing on a work group in a 

junior high science class. Participants expressed their thoughts on what they were 

observing in classroom management and instruction. Differences among the groups were 

found in their perceptions, monitoring, and understanding of classroom events 

characterized by simultaneity, multidimensionality, and immediacy. This study illustrates 

how more than content knowledge is required for successful teaching and that learning to 

teach requires a great deal of time. Experts see instruction as an interactive process, not 

just instruction of content (Sabers, Cushing, & Berliner, 1991). 
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Mahlios, Engstrom, Soroka, and Shaw (2008) found that 

Reflective teachers are in the process of building competence in their teaching… 
As we have seen, any given repertoire of behaviors is functional, purposeful, and 
appropriate to the extent that it enables the beginning teacher to move closer to a 
sense of professional competence.... The data suggest four sets of factors that 
account for the way that student teachers not only interpreted the events of their 
student teaching experiences but also fit these into their teaching role expectations 
and behaviors: needs, context variables, perceptions, and social strategies. 
Teacher preparation programs presently suffer from, among other things, 
oversimplified notions of how beginning teachers engage and provide shape and 
meaning to their professional development. Rather than assume that students are 
passive and indifferent on such matters, teacher educators can be effective in 
maximizing student growth by formally accommodating the multiple dimensions 
of the socialization process and by including appropriate contributions of students 
into their decisions about their teaching and development. Through reflective 
analysis of self, critical events, contexts, perceptions, and behavior patterns, 
students and their supervisors/mentors can carefully construct induction 
experiences that may lead to more desired growth (pp. 67-68). 
 
In conclusion, improving student learning involves more than simply applying 

general learning and teaching principles or guidelines. It is important for instructors to 

make sense of what is going on in their classrooms. Teaching incorporates understanding 

students’ needs and being able to respond appropriately to their needs and feedback. 

Instructors must also understand themselves as teachers, being aware of why they are 

doing what they doing, and the impact of their actions on student learning. This 

awareness and understanding is developed through engaging in an ongoing process of 

reflection.  

Becoming a Critically Reflective Instructor 

Loughran (2007) and Ketter and Stoffel (2008) discussed how a teacher 

researcher may conduct a self-study to articulate a philosophy of practice and to discover 

inconsistencies between what one believes and how one teaches. Thus a self-study grows 
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out of an instructor-researcher’s desire to better align theory and practice and to build on 

what one learns through some public means. This ability to better align theory and 

practice is at the core of reflective teaching practices. 

Effective instructors simultaneously consider a multitude of student, classroom, 

subject matter, pedagogical, and personal emotional factors in every instructional 

decision. Brookfield (1995) stated that instructors have four critical reflective lenses that 

alert them to a distorted or incomplete aspects of assumptions that need further 

investigating. These lenses are; (a) our autobiographies as instructors and learners – 

putting ourselves in the role of the other instructors seeing their practice from the other 

side of the mirror, and becoming viscerally (instinctual or emotional) connected to what 

students are experiencing; (b) student’s eyes; (c) colleagues’ experiences; and (d) the 

theoretical literature. 

While instructors are often aware of the origins and evolution of the term 

reflective practice and the importance of appearing to engage in reflection, they do not 

see its application to their real life teaching experience (Cruickshank, 1987). Multiple 

opportunities and formats for reflection therefore need to be explored in order to build an 

instructor’s capacity for critical reflection (Bean & Stevens, 2002). 

Examples of How Technology Can Facilitate Reflection 

An instructor’s use of electronic learning environments and web-based tools can 

be explained to a high extent by his or her perceptions and opinions of the added value of 

these environments.(Mahdizadeh, Biemans, & Mulder, 2008). Technology provides 

options for facilitating and reflecting on a variety of instructional aspects. 
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Communications with students and building a sense of community are enhanced by their 

flexibility in regards to time. Communication can take place asynchronously (at different 

times via email, discussion posts, etc.) or synchronously (at the same time via chat, online 

meeting tools, twitter, etc.). Instructors can provide information via Learning 

Management Systems (D2L, Moodle, and Blackboard), blogs, and wikis and use these 

tool’s ability to collect student interaction to collect data on teaching practices. Finally, 

social networking tools such as Facebook, Ning, or LearnCentral can be used to record 

and make visible student thinking about the course.  

Technology affords choices of modalities for communication and establishing 

contexts for reflection including, voice, video, text chat, recordings, Internet, and so 

forth. Classroom delivery of content including that led by the instructor can be enhanced 

by technology, but this enhancement is usually only one thread/stream of topic at a time 

whether it be presenting new content, answering questions, problem solving, or 

conducting discussions about aspects of the topic. 

In addition to traditional modes of fostering reflection such as journaling and 

writing, the power of video as a tool for enhancing a student teacher’s reflective and 

analytical powers is now widely acknowledged. Loughran and Russell, (2002) found that 

video as an analytical tool allowed for a series of concrete examples of the teaching and 

learning environment, which enables instructors to view a wider spectrum of practice, 

and empowers them to recognize and critically evaluate good practice.. While live 

observation offers real time reflective capacity, recording and reviewing allows the 

practitioner to view their teaching at their own pace, and allows for replay to deconstruct 
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practices (Harford & MacRuairc, 2008). This allows the instructor to view, reflect, and 

then view again their teaching practices for a richer reflective experience. 

Critical reflection shows that instructional modalities, facilitated by technology, 

can serve different purposes. For example, using voice discussion to communicate one-

to-many in a presentation, presenting questions and comments to the general class, or 

following the thread of a discussion are all modalities that can serve multiple purposes. 

To expand on this example, a chat tool can be used for one-to-many, one-to-group, or 

one-to-one communications. Class chats can be used to enhance discussion on a general 

class thread by contributing other ideas, questions, and resources, whereas class 

discussions with audio and chat allow for multiple ideas to be generated and read on the 

topic. All of these modalities can then be used as data for reflective practice.  

Chapter Two Reflections 

This	  chapter	  discussed	  current	  teaching	  in	  the	  context	  of	  reflective	  practice.	  	  

The	  following	  section	  will	  now	  present	  the	  researcher’s	  thoughts	  and	  reflections	  on	  

the	  literature	  reviewed	  in	  this	  chapter.	  

On Reflection. 
 

First, reflection can be thought of as the process that surfaces indications of 

success or the need for improvement. Although reflection can be where one looks within 

oneself to be more aware of what is happening, to just reflect by understanding one’s own 

expertise and style is not enough. However, there is no reason to reinvent the wheel. The 

reflective practitioner can learn and apply what has already been demonstrated to be 

successful through research.  For example, while Schön (1971) emphasized relying on 
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artistry in experience over applying known theories, years of theoretical work and 

research have identified valid effective teaching practices and strategies whose 

application can be enhanced though reflective teaching practices. In reviewing the 

literature from the 1970-80’s, many of the practices are still relevant to today’s learners. 

For example Good, Biddle, and Brophy (1975) state “the first step in improving 

instructional effectiveness is to become aware of one’s goals in the teaching situation. 

Goals mobilize behavior. Even general statements serve a directive function” (p. 232).  

They continue stating that the “second step is to become aware of present levels of 

student performance on the variables of interest” (p. 232). These concepts are still valid 

as a key component of reflective teaching.   In other words, there is merit to looking at 

what the research tells us.  The reflective teacher who is knowledgeable with the 

application of proven theories will be more effective in their teaching. 

Next, when reflecting on one’s teaching, the conversations need structure to be 

productive. Menges (1990) outlined  a four step discussion process for conversations 

about teaching: (a) articulate a belief about teaching; (b) identify a situation that is 

problematic with regard to that belief; (c) describe a behavior intended to resolve a 

problem; and (d) articulate a rationale that links the belief with the behavior.  

 One method of collecting information for reflection is to listen to student 

feedback. Good, et al. state that 

…there is ample evidence that feedback to teachers does not automatically change 
classroom behavior. Teachers may reject, often for good cause, either the sources 
or types of information as irrelevant. But information about aspects of classroom 
life that teachers explicitly ask to be coded or that they find interesting will be 
useful for thinking about and perhaps shaping classroom events. (p. 231) 
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However, a reflective instructor must be aware of the value of the information 

upon which they wish to reflect. McKeachie (1999) discusses the value of using student 

feedback for reflection. When discussing the value of student feedback McKeachie states 

that  

students cannot accurately judge the quality or currency of the course content. 
However, student feedback and conversations can be informative in areas where 
students reactions are credible and thoughtful, such as attentiveness during class, 
the teacher’s clarity, and the value of various components of the course, including 
readings, examinations, and projects. (p. 259)  
 

Therefore, while students can give feedback on what they experience in the course, it is 

important for the instructor to determine the value of the student feedback being 

provided. While student feedback can be used for reflection, the value of the course 

should be based primarily on the measures of learning outcomes and assessment. 

McKeachie further advocates that instructors should have conversations with peers about 

method as well as content. 

Another aspect of reflection is the issue of reflection-in-action versus reflection-

on-action as discussed by Schön (1983). One issue raised when reviewing the literature is 

how reflection-in-action might interrupt an instructor when he or she is in flow. This is an 

important issue, and one that needs more research. Perhaps an instructor’s scope of 

awareness needs to be expanded to not just focus on the teaching process, but also to 

include the entire teaching environment of students, room, interactions, feedback, and so 

forth when an instructor is within flow. In other words, more study needs to be conducted 

to determine how flow happens within the context of the instructor’s reflection in relation 

to the overall instructional environment. One recommendation would be that, to maintain 
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flow while reflecting-in-action, the instructor should look beyond focusing on the 

technical problems and more to the mood or climate of the class sessions. 

Reflection as Artistry. 
	  

As instructors build their knowledge base of applied learning theory and good 

teaching practices, they move toward increased expertise in the field. However, the 

review of the literature indicates that more research needs to be conducted to determine 

exactly what this expertise might look like. Questions still remain as to (a) the 

characteristics of expert higher order reflective instructors as compared to novice, lower 

order reflective instructors, (b) are expert reflective instructors more intuitive in their 

thought process, (c) do expert reflective instructors blend procedural knowledge with 

more abstract declarative knowledge to spontaneously generate solutions to problematic 

situations, and (d) How can individuals be trained/supported in using their teaching 

experiences to be better at reflective teaching?  

For example, King’s (2008) study assumes that length of response helps 

determine the depth of reflection. King’s work looked at the length and the substance of a 

reflection to determine its quality. The study found that the longer responses showed 

advanced reflections and were written in the participant’s own words, exhibited critical 

thought, and expressed a desire to connect theory with one’s performance.  However, 

some people may reflect deeper and communicate in short phrases or bullet points. 

Therefore, the researcher is hesitant to use the length of a reflection as determining factor 

of its quality. 
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As an instructor increases their experience and expertise, they can begin to 

develop a sense of artistry towards their practice. Artistry is the application of 

intelligence and knowing, not just blindly following impulse. The researcher believes that 

artistry is not just building on one’s own experiences, but, through building expertise, the 

artist has the skills and schemas to plan and handle new situations effectively 

In summary, reflection is both a natural and learned endeavor. The behavior of 

reflection can be proactive and deliberate or may incidentally happen during the normal 

course of teaching activities through a heightened awareness and attention to indications 

of smooth and/or problematic class activities. Since reflection is a learned process, the 

techniques and strategies for effective reflection will be shared with other practitioners 

though communities of scholarship and teaching commons.  

Conclusion 

In summary, this chapter examined the theoretical background of reflective 

practice in teaching by first defining reflective practice in general. The chapter then 

explored the different levels of critical reflection and its impact on reflective teaching 

practices. The chapter also explored the use of technology as a tool to facilitate the 

reflective process and concluded with a discussion of how teachers can reflect on their 

teaching using technology tools.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODS  
 

Introduction 

This descriptive study was designed to determine the reflective practices of 

instructors and how technology could be used to enhance reflection. The approach used, 

known as Grounded Theory, was a combination of surveys and qualitative hypothesis 

generating research. Qualitative hypothesis-generating research involves collecting data 

from research participants concerning a phenomenon of interest, and using what they said 

to develop hypotheses explaining how and why events occur. This chapter includes an 

overview of Grounded Theory, the methodology used for data collection and coding, and 

an explanation of how the results were checked for validity and reliability. 

Grounded Theory  

The Grounded Theory method allowed the researcher to begin a research study 

without having to test a hypothesis. Instead, it allowed the researcher to develop multiple 

hypotheses, referred to as themes in grounded theory, based on the data collected during 

the study. Because the Grounded Theory method involves developing hypotheses after 

data have been collected, it is called hypothesis-generating research rather than 

hypothesis-testing research. The Grounded Theory method uses two basic principles: (a) 

questioning rather than measuring and (b) generating hypotheses using theoretical coding 

(Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003). 

Grounded Theory is the systematic generation of theory from systematic research. 

It is a set of rigorous research procedures leading to the emergence of conceptual 
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categories. These concepts and categories are related to each other as a theoretical 

explanation of the action(s) that continually resolve the main concern of the participants 

in a substantive area.  

Grounded Theory uses principles of naturalistic inquiry through a variety of data 

collection techniques to develop theories of behavior (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The 

questions asked in Grounded Theory are "What is going on?" and "What is the main 

problem of the participants and how are they trying to solve it?" Grounded Theory does 

not aim for the truth, but instead, aims to conceptualize what is going on by using 

empirical data. From the data collected, key points are coded and extracted from the data 

and then codes are grouped into similar concepts. Categories are then formed which are 

the basis for the theory (Dick, 2005). In a way, Grounded Theory resembles what many 

researchers do when retrospectively formulating new hypotheses to fit data. However, in 

Grounded Theory, the researcher does not already have a formulated hypothesis in 

advance since pre-formed hypotheses are prohibited (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 

There are three distinct, yet overlapping, processes of analysis involved in 

grounded theory from which sampling procedures are typically derived. These are: 

(a) open coding, (b) axial coding, and (c) selective coding. Open coding is based on the 

concept of data being cracked open as a means of identifying relevant categories. Axial 

coding is most often used when categories are in an advanced stage of development and 

selective coding is used when the core category, or central category that correlates all 

other categories in the theory, is identified and related to other categories. For example, 

open coding is the method used to generate the basic building blocks or granular concepts 
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under study. Axial coding looks for relationships between the codes either grouped cause 

and effect, or category and subcategory. Selective coding is used to reinforce and group 

the evolving themes. A common use of selective coding is to create code families as 

themes emerge. For example, codes were identified in this study around time to learn, 

time to create, and time to set up. The selective code of time was created to capture the 

theme. 

The results of Grounded Theory are not a reporting of facts but a set of 

probability statements about the relationship between concepts, or an integrated set of 

conceptual hypotheses developed from empirical data (Glaser, 1998). Validity in its 

traditional sense is consequently not an issue in Grounded Theory. Validity is a matter of 

degree. In Grounded Theory, one way to judge validity is judged by its fit, relevance, 

workability, and modifiability. 

• Fit relates with how closely concepts fit with the incidents they are 

representing, and this is related to how thoroughly the constant comparison of 

incidents to concepts was done. In other words, how closely do the working 

concepts fit as more comparisons of incidents are made. 

• Relevance applies to how the study deals with the real concerns of 

participants and evokes or grabs (captures the attention).  

• Workability relates to how well the theory works when it explains how the 

problem is being solved. 
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• Modifiability applies to how the theory can be altered, modified, when new 

relevant data are compared to existing data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 

1978, 1998). 

Therefore, a Grounded Theory approach is never right or wrong, it just has more 

or less fit, relevance, workability, and modifiability. Grounded Theory is multivariate. It 

happens sequentially, subsequently, simultaneously, and serendipitously (Glaser, 1998). 

Strauss sees the important concepts of Grounded Theory as categories (themes or 

variables that make sense of what the information shows), codes (labels, concepts, 

properties, quotes, etc.) and coding (the process of labeling codes, building categories and 

themes). The research principle behind Grounded Theory is neither inductive nor 

deductive, but combines both in a way of abductive reasoning which is a method of 

logical inference that produces the hypothesis as its end result. This leads to a research 

practice where data sampling, data analysis, and theory development are not seen as 

distinct and disjunctive, but as different steps to be repeated until one can describe and 

explain the phenomenon that are being researched. This stopping point is reached when 

new data does not revise the emerging theory.  

Grounded theory research begins by focusing on an area of study and gathers data 

from a variety of sources, including interviews and field observations. Once gathered, the 

data are analyzed using coding and theoretical sampling procedures. When this is done, 

theories are generated, with the help of interpretive procedures, before being finally 

written up and presented. This latter activity, Glaser and Strauss claim, is an integral part 

of the research process (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 
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Grounded Theory is regarded by Glaser and Strauss as a general theory of 

scientific method concerned with the generation, elaboration, and validation of social 

science theory. For them, Grounded Theory research should meet the accepted canons for 

doing good science (consistency, reproducibility, generalizability, etc.). The general goal 

of Grounded Theory research is to construct theories in order to understand phenomena. 

A good Grounded Theory is one that is: (a) inductively derived from data, (b) subjected 

to theoretical elaboration, and (c) judged adequate to its domain with respect to a number 

of evaluative criteria (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Although it has been developed and 

principally used within the field of sociology, Grounded Theory can be and has been 

successfully employed by people in a variety of different disciplines. These include 

education, nursing studies, political science, and to a very limited extent, psychology. 

Glaser and Strauss do not regard the procedures of Grounded Theory as discipline 

specific and they encourage researchers to use the procedures for their own purposes 

(Haig, 1995). 

Grounded theory is best regarded as a general theory of the scientific method 

concerned with the detection and explanation of social phenomena. To this end, 

Grounded Theory is reconstructed as a problem-oriented endeavor in which theories are 

abductively generated from data patterns, elaborated through the construction of plausible 

models, and justified in terms of their explanatory coherence. The aim is not to generalize 

findings to a broader population per se. The aim is ultimately to build a theoretical 

explanation by specifying phenomena in terms of conditions that give rise to them, how 
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they are expressed through action/interaction, the consequences that result from them, 

and variations of these qualifiers.  

Methods Used for Data Collection and Coding 

The method used in this study was to gather data via a survey and identify codes, 

families of codes, and themes from instructors on their teaching practices, uses of 

technology in teaching, reflective teaching practices, use of technology in reflection, and 

the instructor’s perceptions of benefits and obstacles to using technology for teaching and 

reflection. 

The study used a web-based survey instrument to collect data. Instructors from a 

southwestern university as well as other instructors from around the world in K-12 and 

higher education were recruited to participate in the survey. The target instructor 

population was current instructors with a range of teaching experience and training, types 

of classes (classroom/hybrid/online), variety of teaching practices, variety of technology 

use in teaching, variety of disciplines (social sciences, hard sciences), undergraduate and 

graduate classes, range of class sizes, and different institutions. 

A draft survey was developed and feedback was received for question constructs, 

wording, format, and so forth, from three instructional support specialists and two 

teaching faculty. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained before the survey was 

administered. The data were collected by contacting instructors using email, phone, and 

posting invitations to participate at educational websites and social networks (listservs, 

Educause, New Media Consortium, Second Life, LinkedIn, and Ning). An invitation 

letter was included in the email and directions on how to access the online survey. The 
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online survey contained a consent confirmation. The online survey was open for a period 

of three weeks. During that time, 73 responses were received. The data from each survey 

were collected and exported to Atlas Qualitative software for analysis. 

The analysis, based on Grounded Theory, was used to discover themes describing 

what was found in the data and identified analytic /theoretical interpretation of what was 

occurring. Open coding was used to develop concepts, categories, and properties. Axial 

coding was used to develop relationships between categories. A variety of coding 

methods were used such as Open codes, coding in Vivo, and code by List. Open coding 

creates a new code by assigning a label to a selected word or phrase. Code in Vivo 

creates a code by using the selected text chunk as the code name. This is used for creating 

a code using a verbatim quotation by the survey respondent. Code by List assigns a code 

to the selected word or phrase by choosing existing codes from a list.  

Techniques such as Auto-Coding and creating Code Families were used to group 

codes, identify patterns and repetition in responses, and identify common themes. Auto 

Coding finds text passages, selects a specified amount of text, and then codes the passage 

with a previously selected code. Auto-coding is useful when sections can easily be 

identified by text search. For example, the code Present Content can be auto-coded using 

lecture, PowerPoint, show, demonstrate, and so forth. Code Families were used to group 

codes and identify themes.  

During the coding process Memos, Notes, Working Theories, and Themes were 

recorded and revised in the Memos section. Memos capture the researcher’s thoughts 

regarding the text and are an important device for creating a theory. A Memo is similar to 
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a code, but usually contains longer passages of text. For example, for the code “don’t 

know the possibilities,” the researcher added a memo that stated “how can we make 

instructors more aware of the possibilities and where they can go for support.” A Memo 

may "stand alone" or it may refer to quotations, codes, and other Memos. Memos were 

grouped as Families and linked to codes and Code Families.  

Techniques used for identifying codes and themes included identifying word 

repetitions; indigenous categories or specialized vocabulary; key words in context; 

compare and contrast; searching for missing information, metaphors, and analogies; and 

sorting (Gibbs,	  2010;	  Ryan	  &	  Bernard,	  2010). The emerging themes were identified and 

then crosschecked against survey data and educational publications. 

Validity and Reliability 

The issue of validity is handled by field research and the issue of reliability is 

handled by documented ethnographic decision making (Kirk & Miller, 1986). While 

validity and reliability in the qualitative research sense is not considered an issue in 

Grounded Theory, which instead is judged by fit, relevance, workability, and 

modifiability, additional steps were taken by the researcher to address the issue of 

validity and reliability. These steps are described below. 

Validity 
 
Construct validity examines if the data gathered accurately reflect the concepts, 

questions, or hypothesis being addressed in the study. In order to address validity in this 

study, three instructional technologies support practitioners and one educator reviewed 

the survey responses and independently identified themes for how technology was used 
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for teaching and reflection along with the barriers to using technology. In addition, 

examples of the following were examined. Responses were found in the data that were: 

• consistent with research found in educational technology journals. 

• supported by Van Manen’s (1977) three levels of reflection. 

• supported by Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher (Brookfield, 1995).  

• supported by Chickering and Gamson’s seven effective teaching practices. 

The themes identified in the data were supported by all of the validity methods 

discussed above.  

Reliability 
 
Healy and Perry (2000) asserted that the quality of a study in each paradigm 

should be judged by its own paradigm's terms. For example, while the term Reliability is 

an essential criterion for quality in quantitative paradigms, in qualitative paradigms the 

terms Credibility, Neutrality or Confirmability, Consistency or Dependability and 

Applicability or Transferability are essential criteria for quality (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 

In order to provide this measure of quality, the following was found. 

• Credibility – The respondents were teaching faculty representing a variety of 

institutions. 

• Neutrality – Respondents were invited to participate. No awards or incentives 

were given. There is no reason to suspect they were not neutral and unbiased 

in their responses. 

• Consistency – Responses were consistent within and across respondents and 

questions. 
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• Transferability – The responses of teaching practices and reflection strategies 

are transferable to other instructors. Differences in the technologies used 

across institutions and by individual instructors may warrant some 

adjustments. 

The reliability of the themes was reflected in research in that a diverse group of 

instructors participated in the study and that the categories and themes kept reoccurring in 

the responses. 

Summary 

This chapter reviewed the methodology and sample used in this study. A 

Grounded Theory approach was used to allow for the emergence of themes that explained 

why and how technology was used for teaching and reflection. The coding methods were 

accepted methods in qualitative research. The researcher used various methods for 

assuring validity and reliability of the results. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS  

 

Introduction 

This chapter has been organized into the following sections. First, demographic 

data will be presented. Next, data from the four questions of (a) how do instructors reflect 

on their teaching, (b) how instructors use technology to reflect on their teaching, (c) what 

were the characteristics of technology that support reflective teaching practice, and (d) 

what were the barriers to using technology to reflect on teaching will be presented. 

Responses to the question “have you considered using technology for reflective 

practice?” will then be discussed. The chapter ends with a discussion of the data that 

supported the validation of the findings. 

At the beginning of each of the four questions on reflection, a Network View is 

displayed. A Network View shows a conceptual overview of the data gathered including 

codes, code families, and themes. The View is automatically generated by the qualitative 

data analysis tool used to code and analyze the data and was used to help identify the key 

themes. The individual codes from each theme can be found in Appendices D through G.  

Study Demographics 

The on-line survey collected responses from 76 participants. These responses were 

collected from a variety of sources.  Table 1 indicates the seven sources used to contact 

potential participants and the number of respondents from each source. 
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Table 1  
 
Sources of Survey Respondents 
Type of Source Number of Respondents 
 Listservs from the Teaching Center at the researcher’s 
home institution 

4 

Facebook – ISTE (International Society for 
Technology in Education) 

1 

Linkedin – Technology Integration in Education, K-12 6 
Linkedin – Educause 3 
Linkedin – Technology using Professors 16 
Email invitations from the researcher 46 
 

Each of the survey questions that collected demographic information will now be 

presented. First, respondents were asked to indicate where they taught. Of the 

respondents, 6.6% (5) taught in K-12, 6.6% (5) community college, 90.8% (69) in a 

college or university, and 3.9% (3) in corporate education. One respondent indicated that 

they taught in a tribal collage and a second in a Post-Graduate Continuing Education 

Program. Eight respondents taught in more than one place and answered accordingly. 

When asked how long they had been teaching, 2.6% (2) indicated one to two semesters, 

10.4% (7) one to five years, 27.3% (21) five to 10 years, 35.1% (27) 10 to 25 years and 

24.7% (19) 25 or more years. 

Next, respondents were asked to describe the discipline and/or subject, title, and 

level of class in one of their current or most recently taught classes. The respondents 

indicated that they came from a variety of different disciplines. A sampling of disciplines 

included accounting, biological sciences, business, chemistry, computer science, dance, 

educational leadership, English, family risk and resilience, history, geology, Latino 

studies, library science, management information systems, mining, nursery production, 
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nursing, political science, psychology, sheep production, special education, rehab, and 

school psychology, and veterinary sciences. 

When asked the reasons that their students were taking the courses detailed above, 

43.7% (31) indicated that it was required for a degree, 16.9% (12) that it was an elective 

for general credits, and 39% (28) had students who were taking the course for both. Of 

the remaining 4% (7), the respondents indicated the following reasons that students were 

taking their course.    

• They needed to pass Senior Quest to graduate 

• Required for major  

• Post-graduate or continuing education 

• Selected from list of required general education 

• Required general education course 

• It was a course that counted towards a government or American studies major, 

but is not required for either 

• Elective for their major 

 
The seven respondents that filled in “other,” also checked one of the other options 

for a total of 78 responses. When asked to relate how many students the respondents had 

in the courses listed above in their class, they responded with the information in Table 2 

below. 
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Table 2  
 
Number of Students per Class 
Number of Students per Class Number of Respondents 
1-25 38 
26-50 18 
51-100 8 
101-200 4 
201-300 4 
Note: 1-300, median/mode=25 

Next, respondents were asked to indicate the instructional methods used to teach 

their course(s). The methods ranged from face-to-face to a variety of totally on-line 

options. None of the respondents indicated that they taught a traditional correspondence 

course; one in which communication is through land-based mail. Table 3 lists the specific 

methods indicated by the respondents. 

Respondents were also asked how much control they had over the course. This 

included developing the curriculum, creating lesson plans, using class time, and 

evaluating learning. Of those answering the question, one participant indicated that he or 

she had no control over the course. For the remainder of the respondents, 64.9% (48) 

indicated that they made all decisions, 28.4% (21) made most decisions, and 5.4% (4) 

made some decisions. 
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Table 3  
 
Methods Used by Respondents to Offer Instruction 

Type of Instructional Method Percentage of 
Respondents 

Number of 
Respondents 

Face-to-face in a campus classroom or 
lab 

42.7% 32 

Hybrid using both face-to-face and 
online meetings 

2.7% 2 

Hybrid using both face-to-face and 
online content 

29.3% 22 

Hybrid using face-to-face, online 
meetings, and online content 

8.0% 6 

All online meetings and content 14.7% 11 
All online, self-paced 2.7% 2 

 

Twenty-two respondents affirmed strongly with “yes, “constantly,” “all the time,” or “of 

course” to survey question number 17 on if and how they reflected on their teaching. 

Thirteen respondents did not understand or respond to this question. Some of the reasons 

for not responding may include not understanding vocabulary as used in the context of 

the question, the question was open ended and they did not know how to answer, they did 

not think about reflection, they did not feel the need to reflect on teaching, or they only 

reflected as indicated by student grades or course evaluations. However, additional 

research would be needed to determine if these are, in fact, the reasons for not completing 

this question. 
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Figure 2. Question 17, “Do you currently reflect on your teaching? If so, please describe 
how.” The Network View above offers a conceptual overview of data gathered including 
codes, code families, and themes. Below each code are two numbers. The first number 
represents how Grounded the code was, or how many citations or quotations were found 
in the survey responses linked to the code. The second number represents the Density, 
showing how many other codes were linked to, or related to, that specific code. Code 
Families (indicated by CF), are a way to group related codes by topic or concept. An L 
before a code is the notation for codes that were linked to the literature. This 
methodology is used in the remaining Network Views presented in this chapter. 
 

 

Figure 3. Reflective teaching practices by keywords and searches across all responses 
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Summary counts of code groups from question number 17 included 12 

respondents who said they used course evaluations; nine reflected after the lesson; 5 

acted on student suggestions; 15 updated, revised, and, changed as necessary; five looked 

to improve teaching strategies and methods; and eight mentioned conversations with 

colleagues and peers.  

The following high-level themes were identified for this question. They include 

first, that instructors reflected on their teaching with the purpose of making themselves 

better teachers and trying to help students be successful in their learning. Next, reflection 

happened before, during, and after class sessions and semesters. Finally, reflection was 

both formal and informal. 

After coding, sorting, and grouping, data from the survey were analyzed to 

develop five specific themes of how instructors reflected on their teaching. The themes 

identified were: (a) looking for ways to improve, change, and be more effective in 

teaching through self review; (b) being more aware and attentive to student’s engagement 

and learning; (c) seeking feedback; (d) looking at student outcomes; and (e) conducting 

formal and informal reflective activities. The specific codes used to develop these themes 

can be found in Appendix D. 

Theme One: Looking for Ways to Improve, Change, and Be More Effective 
in Teaching Through Self Review.  
 

[See Table 4 in Appendix D for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Examples of looking for ways to improve, change, and be more effective in 

teaching were found in activities involving preparing to teach, during class sessions, and 

after class sessions or completion of a course. Responses included sharing and improving 
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their syllabus and discussing lesson plans with peers for feedback and suggestions, 

revising the syllabus and assignments each semester, and looking for creative ways to be 

more effective in delivery. For example, as one respondent said “I participate in 

numerous online organizations that help me research and develop lesson plans and 

syllabi.” Another respondent stated “I try and improve my methods every year by 

tweaking lesson plans, presentations, and keeping up as much as possible with new stuff 

coming up.” 

Looking at student outcomes included trying to determine if students grasped 

concepts; completed assignments; examined the quality of their work, used performance 

as determined by rubrics, quizzes, and exams. For example, as one respondent said “if the 

students can answer the questions in the short review sessions, then i [sic] know the 

lecture was understood. Also, if the students can complete the lab, i [sic] know the lecture 

was understood and applied.” 

There were also examples of self-review activities, alone or with peers, and the 

use of discussion with professional communities and colleagues, advisors, and teaching 

assistants. Some of these activities included thinking about reviewing what happened 

after class, recording class sessions and reviewing for improvement, writing in journals 

thoughts and reflections about the class, and looking at formal feedback through course 

evaluations. 
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Theme Two: Being More Aware and Attentive to Student’s Engagement and 
Learning. 
 

[See Table 5 in Appendix D for the codes used to create this theme.] 

The second theme identified dealt with respondents being more aware and 

attentive to teaching practices and student’s participation. The respondent’s engagement 

and learning included: 

• informal discussions with students,  

• looking for trends in student discussions,  

• paying attention to what was happening, 

• listening to teaching assistant and preceptor input,  

• reflecting after the lessons,  

• responding to students quickly,  

• watching for student participation and engagement,  

• looking for indications of students understanding content and the 

student’s ability to apply standards,  

• and looking for indications of learning through student performance and 

grades.  

As one respondent stated “I walk around the class and give individual help 

and feedback as needed.” Asking students questions during and after class was a 

common response. Other forms of being aware of student’s engagement and 

learning included informal observations of student’s alertness, attention span, 

engagement, motivation, enthusiasm, and affective behavior. Involvement and 

contributions by students were noted by watching student’s non-verbal cues such 
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as body language and faces and trying to assess student participation and 

attitudes. In other words, reflective instructors looked for “the informal UGH! 

after some classes and the ah-ha! moments after some classes.” 

The quantity and quality of student questions were also found to be indications of 

understanding and engagement. For example, as one respondent said “If all or most 

students participate in the discussion and the discussion is at a high level of critical 

thinking, I call the class successful.” Another respondent stated,  

The help videos I produced are extremely valuable due to the ability of the 
students to view them when it is convenient for them and to take as much or a 
little time as necessary to work through the tutorial. In the past I have taken 
students into a computer lab [to] deliver similar material. The problem with using 
the lab is that the slower students get lost early and the more advanced students 
are bored to tears. 
 
Theme Three: Seeking Feedback. 
 
[See Table 6 in Appendix D for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 
Seeking feedback from students included looking at course evaluations and 

comments and general feedback from students. In addition to these responses, one 

respondent stated they acted on student suggestions, another looked for eye contact, and a 

third said they responded to students quickly. The responses indicated that reflective 

teachers sought feedback formally, such as through course evaluations, and informally 

and/or formatively throughout the semester.  
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Theme Four: Looking at Student Outcomes. 
 

[See Table 7 in Appendix D for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Looking at student outcomes included reflecting on student grades, looking for 

trends in student discussions, monitoring student participation and engagement, looking 

for accountability measures and assessments that take into account different student 

abilities, and monitoring indications of students’ understanding of content and their 

ability to apply it at college level standards. Four respondents indicated that they try and 

help students be successful. As one respondent stated “I am on the look out to see if the 

assessment is multi-modal and takes into account differing student abilities.” 

Theme Five: Conducting Formal and Informal Reflective Teaching 
Activities. 

 
See Table 8 and Table 9 in Appendix D for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 
Respondents indicated that they used a wide variety of both formal and informal 

activities to reflect on their teaching. Formal feedback included activities such as using 

course evaluations, student assignments, homework, and exercises. Informal feedback 

included activities such as watching student’s faces for passive or excited behavior, body 

language, and how students answered questions presented in class. For a complete list of 

these activities see Table 8 and Table 9 in Appendix D. 

Instructors’ Use of Technology to Reflect on Their Teaching. 

Figure 4 is the Network View for question eighteen: “Do you use technology to 

help reflect on your teaching? If so, please describe how.” Data for the specific codes 

used to create the themes question can be found in Appendix E.  
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Figure 4. Question 18, “Do you use technology to help reflect on your teaching? 
If so, please describe how” See Figure 2 for an explanation of the codes used in the 
Network View. 

 
Thirty-three respondents replied that they do not use technology tools for 

reflection. Twenty-six responded “No/don’t know,” three were confused by the question, 

and seven did not answer the question. For the 30 respondents who indicated that they 

used technology for reflection, the following specific themes were analyzed from the 

data: (a) looking for and analyzing feedback; (b) providing feedback to students; (c) 

recording and reviewing teaching activities and class sessions; (d) capturing and 

reviewing personal notes with journals and blogs; (e) making adjustments to class 

activities and resources as needed; (f) monitoring student progress and reviewing student 

understanding through participation, exercises, contributions to discussions, and grades; 

(g) communicating with students; (h) interacting and exchanging ideas through online 
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teaching communities; and (i) archiving and organizing curricular information. Each of 

these themes will now be discussed in further detail. 

 
Theme One: Looking for and Analyzing Feedback. 
 
 [See Table 10 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Examples of how instructors looked for and analyzed feedback included using 

course evaluations, comparing course evaluations to that of other professors, polling with 

classroom responders, emailing feedback from students, gathering feedback from 

colleagues, and using online surveys. As one respondent said, “I use results from 

students' evaluations of [the] professor and course. I see the numerical responses as well 

as hand-written responses. I try to take all student comments into consideration as I move 

forward.” 

Theme Two: Providing Feedback to Students. 
 
[See Table 11 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Respondent examples of how technology facilitated reflection included providing 

feedback to students via emails, reflecting before responding to students, using 

communication tools, and using blogs to reflect publicly for the class. 

Theme Three: Recording and Reviewing Teaching Activities and Class 
Sessions.  

 
[See Table 12 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Respondent examples included reviewing class recordings to watch and see where 

they, the instructor, could improve delivery or management of class. Class sessions were 

recorded, logged, and reviewed later for feedback and improvements developed alone or 
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with peers and expert classroom observers or reviewers. As one respondent said “I review 

recordings of class sessions when I create them and watch to see where I could improve 

my delivery or management of the class.” Another respondent discovered something 

interesting about her students when she reviewed the video. 

Well, I have watched my video lecture, which was helpful. Interestingly, I 
reviewed the captioning that went with that lecture and was somewhat 
disconcerted at how the digressions in a lecture must appear to the deaf and hard-
of-hearing students. When I listened to the lecture, it sounded fine, but when I 
read the captioning script, it seemed very disjointed. That was an amazing eye-
opener. I have two deaf students in my class, and became quite a bit more 
sensitive to how the written script of a lecture does not match the organization of 
the lectures that I write on the D2L [a course management system] web pages. 

 
Theme Four: Capturing and Reviewing Personal Notes with Journals and 

Blogs.  
 

[See Table 13 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Respondent examples included how technology facilitated recording of personal 

notes to oneself, using electronic journals, blogging about experiences, blogging to reflect 

publicly for the class, reflecting by keeping ongoing logs, recording musings, and 

twittering about their experiences for review and providing information and insights for 

improving teaching. 

Theme Five: Making Adjustments to Class Activities and Resources as 
Needed.  

 
[See Table 14 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Respondents indicated that once learned, it was fairly easy and convenient to 

create and update content including course materials stored electronically. It was also 

easy to create new content such as videos and podcasts, find new online resources to 

share, create and edit lesson plans, and maintain and update websites housing teaching 
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materials. As one respondent stated, “I change the course. I create a new [a] video lesson, 

a new screen capture with podcast producer, find new online resources to share, Keep 

poking at D2L [a course management system] to get it the way I want it.” 

Theme Six: Monitoring Student Progress and Reviewing Student 
Understanding Through Participation, Exercises, Contributions to Discussions, and 
Grades. 

 
[See Table 15 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Respondents indicated that they used a variety of technologies to monitor student 

progress. This included scoring tests and calculating grades automatically, using 

classroom poling with student responders, following group work while looking for 

confusion and misinformation, monitoring quality of student work, using self-quizzes to 

identify muddiest points, and providing web assignments for review. As one respondent 

said, “in online quiz data I can see which questions are giving the students problems, 

compare scores and grade distributions for different assignments in gradebook.” Another 

respondent said, “in some classes, I use self quizzes that include the muddiest points so 

that [it] is helpful as I grade and respond to those. Also [I] like to follow group work to 

make sure that they are not misinformed, confused, etc.[sic]” 

Theme Seven: Communicating with Students. 
 
[See Table 16 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Respondent’s examples of how technology was used to communicate for 

reflection included using online conversations with students; emailing feedback, using 

email for responding to students, and providing ongoing feedback. Respondents also 

indicated that students were able to reflect and share opinions in online discussions, 
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submit web assignments for review, and use classroom responders for checking their 

knowledge and providing feedback of understanding. As one respondent said, “I look at 

feedback (in the form of emails from students) for guidance.” Another respondent said, “I 

use technology as a communication tool as I engage in collaborative reflection - mostly 

Wimba's Live Classroom [an online meeting tool that allows instructors and students to 

communicate and share resources], email, and a discussion board in a faculty Blackboard 

[a course management system] setting set up to support a community of practice.” 

Theme Eight: Interacting and Exchanging Ideas Through Online Teaching 
Communities. 

 
See Table 17 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 

 Respondents indicated how they used technology for reflection by interacting and 

exchanging ideas through online teaching communities. Instructors did this by creating 

blogs for other instructors to post their ideas about teaching, exchanging feedback with 

colleagues, twittering about their experiences, and using other Internet tools to find out 

how other instructors utilized technology in their teaching. As one respondent said, “I use 

the internet to find out how other professors utilize technology or do not use it.” 

Theme Nine: Archiving and Organizing Curricular Information. 
 
[See Table 18 in Appendix E for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 
Respondents indicated how they used technology to archive and organize 

curricular information for reflection. This included calculating and reviewing grades, 

using computer test scoring, storing course materials so they could compare materials and 

grades from previous years to today, using curriculum mapping software, using Learning 

Management System reports of student progress and course refinement, lesson planning, 
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managing data, updating teaching portfolios, and using websites for housing teaching 

materials and student projects.  

Characteristics of Technology That Support Reflective Teaching Practice 

Figure 5 is the Network View of the responses for question nineteen: “How do 

you use technology to reflect on your teaching?” Data for the specific codes used to 

create the themes developed from this question can be found in Appendix F. 

The themes for the characteristics of learning technologies that supported 

reflective teaching practices included the (a) relative ease of use and speed; (b) ability to 

facilitate a variety of modes for feedback; (c) ability to record, store, and access resources 

and data for review; (d) use of systematic data to analyze trends and common features, 

(e) ability to organize and make changes as needed; and (f) ability to facilitate 

communities for discussion, sharing, and collaboration. 

Six respondents indicated they do not know or see how technology would be 

useful for reflection. Five respondents were confused or not sure what was meant by the 

questions.  

Theme One: Relative Ease of Use and Speed. 
 
[See Table 19 in Appendix F for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Six respondents indicated that a characteristic for using technology for reflection 

was its relative ease of use. Respondents also indicated the speed of technology in 

answers such as the ability to instantly review student work and three respondents 

mentioned the ability to provide quick feedback. Some of the respondent’s specific 

statements included, “the fact that things are online makes it easier,” “I would imagine  
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Figure 5. Question 19, “What are specific characteristics of technologies that (could) 
make them useful for reflecting on your teaching?” See Figure 2 for an explanation of the 
codes used in the Network View. 
 
that for a technology to be useful for reflection it has to be easy to use,” and “simple to 

construct surveys that would dump all responses into an excel type spreadsheet for 

analysis.” 

Theme Two: Ability to Facilitate a Variety of Modes for Feedback. 
 
[See Table 20 in Appendix F for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 
Respondents also identified many ways in which technology could facilitate 

feedback. Four respondents mentioned surveys and the ability for respondents to be 

anonymous that, thereby, encouraged feedback. Other methods included using classroom 

responders, obtaining feedback through discussion boards, providing opportunities for 

students to respond at their convenience, providing opportunities to receive feedback 

more often, and the providing ability to include comments or data with assignments. For 

example, one respondent said, “it would be helpful to have student[s] systematically 
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evaluate components of a course/my teaching so that I could have feedback to help me 

modify.” 

Theme Three: Ability to Record, Store, and Access Resources and Data for 
Review. 

 
[See Table 21 in Appendix F for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Respondents indicated one characteristic of using technology for reflection was its 

ability to record, store, and access resources and data for review. Examples of activities 

used by instructors included electronic storage allowing for collecting more information 

and saving paper, providing access to student work and quiz data, instantly reviewing 

student work, integrating data with other systems, keeping records of what happened for 

review and building of new courses, and using a Learning Management System’s 

outcomes and competency tools to organize and track student performance. Six 

respondents indicated that they used personal journals for extended reflection and 

comments. Six respondents indicated that the ability to record and watch later, alone or 

with peer reviewers, instruction and students’ reactions was an important characteristic.  

Theme Four: Ability to Provide Systematic Data to Analyze Trends and 
Common Features. 

 
[See Table 22 in Appendix F for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 

 Respondents indicated the ability of technology to provide systematic data to 

analyze trends and common features as an important characteristic in using technology 

for reflection. Technology provided the ability to filter and analyze data for trends and 

common features in order to gain an understanding of what should be clarified in future 

classes and individual conferences with students. Also, the ability to keep records of what 
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happened that was organized and available for review was identified as helpful for 

building new courses. Online grading rubrics facilitated grading holistically along with 

the ability to compile statistics of student performance. The use of a Wiki allowed 

instructors to watch the history of development of the course outline, syllabus, and 

student assignments. It was also mentioned by one respondent that traditional course 

evaluations do not give enough systematic data for helping refine teaching. 

Theme Five: Ability to Organize and Make Changes as Needed. 
 
[See Table 23 in Appendix F for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 

 Respondents indicated how technology provided the ability to organize and make 

changes as needed. This was important for reflective instructors in order for them to be 

able to adapt their courses as needed. Technology supported organizing, revising, and 

updating course materials. It also assisted in keeping records of what happened organized 

and available for review. This ability to capture information from previous courses made 

building new courses easier.  

Theme Six: Ability to Facilitate Communities for Discussion, Sharing, and 
Collaboration. 

 
[See Table 24 in Appendix F for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 

 Respondents indicated one characteristic of using technology for reflection was its 

ability to facilitate communities for discussion, sharing, and collaboration. Examples 

included technology’s ability to obtain feedback in the form of email from students who 

had graduated, allowing them to share what they learned, retained, and used. The use of 

technology provided connectivity with students and peers allowing for sharing 

experiences, communicating ideas, sharing information, and collaborating on projects. It 
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appears that by providing a variety of communication avenues, technology could be used 

to enhance the student-teacher relationship allowing for more opportunities for 

interaction. A couple of respondents mentioned Twitter as a quick way to share thoughts 

and ideas with others.  

Barriers to Using Technology for Reflecting on Teaching  

Figure 6 is the Network View of the responses for question twenty: “What are 

some barriers to using technology for reflecting on your teaching?” Data for the specific 

codes used can be found in Appendix G.  

The themes related to the barriers to using technology for reflecting on teaching included 

(a) cost; (b) difficult to use and the need for support and training; (c) inadequate and 

unreliable tools and resources; (d) privacy and viruses; (e) time to learn, create, and use; 

(f) not the same as face-to-face and not seeing body language especially in large classes; 

and (g) did not think about, or see the benefit of, using technology for reflection. 

Theme One: Cost.  
 
[See Table 25 in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Three respondents indicated cost as a barrier to using technology for reflection. 

As one respondent said, the “expense of the technology both to the University and to the 

students” is a barrier. 

Theme Two: Difficult to Use and the Need for Support and Training. 
 
[See Table 26  in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 
Respondents indicated that technology can be difficult to use and learn, requires 

training, and can be difficult to work through the kinks and problems. Three respondents  
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Figure 6. Question 20, “What are some barriers to using technology for reflecting on 
your teaching?” See Figure 2 for an explanation of the codes used in the Network View. 
 
indicated technology as being awkward and cumbersome. As one respondent indicated, 

“D2L [a course management system] is a nightmare” to use. One respondent mentioned 

how it can detract from the natural flow of conducting a course. Five respondents 

indicated a lack of support as a barrier to using technology for reflection. 

Theme Three: Inadequate and Unreliable Tools and Resources. 
 
[See Table 27 in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Respondents indicated inadequate and unreliable tools and resources as barriers to 

using technology for reflection. Examples included limited access to technology, 
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inconsistent software and hardware, unreliable systems that are prone to failure, and data 

loss. Three respondents indicated inadequate tools for teaching as barriers. 

Theme Four: Privacy and Viruses. 
 
[See Table 28 in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 

 Three respondents indicated the concern for privacy and risk of viruses as barriers 

to using technology for reflection. For example, respondents stated, “on the internet, there 

is a concern for privacy”, and “I could blog but I don't want students to be able to find it. 

I put very little on my Facebook account for that very reason.” 

Theme Five: Time to Learn, Create, and Use. 
 
[See Table 29 in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Thirteen respondents indicated the increased amount of time it takes to use 

technology as a factor in learning to use and incorporate what they have learned into what 

they are already doing as a barrier to using technology for reflection.  

Theme Six: Not the Same as Face-to-Face. 
 
[See Table 30 in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 

Seven respondents indicated how using technology for reflection is not the same 

as face to face with students or a colleague. Indications of not seeing body language, not 

being able to read facial expressions, and limited ability for students to engage and speak 

publically were identified as barriers to relying on online technology in not being able to 

get the proper cues to see how the students were reacting to the class session. It was also 

indicated that, in large classes, it was not possible to see all reactions to measure 
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engagement. Two respondents indicated that technology could be cumbersome and 

detract from the natural flow of the class.  

Theme Seven: Did Not Think About, or See the Benefit of, Using Technology 
for Reflection. 

 
[See Table 31 in Appendix G for the codes used to create this theme.] 
 
There was an emphasis on not knowing the possibilities or the lack of 

understanding about how to use technology for reflection. Thirteen respondents indicated 

they did not see the benefits of using technology for reflection. They also indicated that it 

was a low priority, they had no inclination or motivation to use it, and formal reflection 

was not something they were currently in the habit of doing. Examples of responses 

included, “It [using technology] doesn't seem suited for reflection on this kind of course,” 

“I don't find them all that helpful. I am more traditional in my approach,” and “probably 

that I don't really have the conceptualization of how to create or implement these 

practices, and I would (no doubt) need technical support.” Nine respondents indicated 

they had no idea or were confused by the question. Twenty-three left the question blank. 

Instructors’ Considerations about Using Technology for Reflective Practice 

Responses to the question “If you currently do not use any technology to help you 

in your teaching reflections, have you ever considered using it? If yes, why have you not 

done so?” was also analyzed. Three respondents indicated no, they had not considered it. 

Some of the other responses to this question indicated that they were not aware of the 

possibilities; it had not occurred to them; they were not clear of the concepts; were too 

busy; or had they other things to do. General comments from the survey included “The 

term ‘technologies’ could mean a wide variety of things -- I answered broadly (e.g., 
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email), but could have come up with more insights if a description of what is meant by 

‘technologies’ had been given at the onset.” One stated “I guess I'm sufficiently 

‘untechnological’ that I really don't know what these final few questions might mean” 

and another said “I see myself as an ‘innovator’ in terms of technology use, but 

completing this survey feel that I appear to be a ‘laggard’...” Finally, one respondent 

stated “I have not thought about a formal reflection on teaching. Very interesting idea 

that I would like to further explore.” 

Responses indicated that reflective teaching was not supported or rewarded at 

some institutions. As one respondent stated “The current culture of the University does 

not support reflecting on teaching. In spite of the efforts of the UTC [University Teaching 

Center] and other operations, there is no significant reward structure for critical thinking 

of teaching.” When asked “Do you use technology to reflect on your teaching?” a typical 

response was “not really other than the teaching evaluations.” 

Use of Technology for Teaching and Learning 

 In order to provide the context for the use of technology for reflection, the study 

also asked respondents to respond on their general use of technology for teaching and 

learning. Data was collected on (a) technology use in teaching, (b) technology use to 

support effective teaching practices, (c) characteristics of technology use for teaching and 

learning, and (d) barriers to technology use. Each of these questions will now be 

discussed in the following sub-sections. 
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Technology Use in Teaching. 
  
Figure 7 is the Network View of the codes used to analyze how technology was 

used in teaching. Data for the specific codes used to create the themes developed from 

this question can be found in Appendix H. 

Respondents indicated that technology supported planning; presenting class 

activities and content; showing demonstrations and simulations; answering and asking 

questions; conducting general class discussions; facilitating active learning with 

individual students or with peers activities; and delivering and grading writing 

assignments, case studies for both in-class and online class sessions and activities . As 

one respondent stated  

Lectures are either power point, video or written; Discussion Questions are 
evidence of who is keeping up, absorbing material and integrates materials as we 
move throughout semester. Students work in teams and team leader rotate weekly. 
I provide feedback via d2l [Learning Management System], email for Discussion 
Questions, exams are graded online with multiple choice, fill in blank and essay 
questions. Feed back is provided on questions missed, with why correct answer is 
correct and on essay questions. Scholarly papers are evidence of ability to write, 
research topic and use APA Guidelines. I provide feedback on papers via track 
changes, comments and final grade. 
 
The use of technology was also found to help with instructor- or student-led 

learning activities. Instructor-led activities included presentation of content, posing 

questions and leading discussions, sharing and exploring resources, and facilitating 

activities and exercises. Student-led activities included asking questions, answering each 

other’s questions, picking projects and activities, and presenting to and/or leading class or 

group activities of exploring or problem solving. 
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Figure 7. Technology used in teaching by keywords and searches across all questions. 
See Figure 2 for an explanation of the codes used in the Network View. 
 

Respondents indicated that technology could be used to facilitate the design and 

preparation of a course from scratch or help recombine materials from previous class 

lessons. In preparing to teach, technology was used to create and organize the class 

syllabus, schedule, or class sessions. Technology also helped prepare and facilitated 

lectures, discussions, reading assignments, simulations, and other activities. 

Respondents indicated they used technology to facilitate, monitor, and evaluate 

individual and group activities. Group members could schedule meetings and events, 

meet online from any location with Internet connectivity, use technology to facilitate and 

record discussions, share documents, collaborate on writing and editing, and conduct 

research. This communication and interaction was facilitated by the use of chats and 

discussion forums; real-time online meeting tools that allowed students to meet and 
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record their meetings for later use; delayed communications via email, blogs, and wikis; 

and group work that took advantage of collaborative online tools. 

Respondents also used technology to evaluate student performance. Respondents 

indicated that they used technology to pre-assess student readiness, identify appropriate 

resources for students, and evaluate the student’s understanding of the materials 

presented. For example, as one respondent said “discussion threads require individual 

accountability and students can see examples of their peer's critical thinking.” Other 

examples included using quizzes, grading rubrics, and monitoring discussions as both 

formative and summative measures of performance. 

Respondents indicated that technology could be used to facilitate activities that 

taught and assessed all levels of Bloom’s learning outcomes. This included Recall, 

Knowledge Synthesize, Analysis, Evaluate, and Create. Respondents were able to create 

learning activities that facilitated these outcomes using technologies that provided on-

demand learning materials, concept maps and schemas for understanding, tutorials, and 

scaffolding practice activities using a variety of technology based tools such as blogs, 

digital video editing tools, podcasts, wikis, and using educational games. 

Finally, respondents indicated that they used technology to archive course 

activities. This included saving and modifying PowerPoint presentations; recording class 

sessions, both live and online; and creating reusable materials such as Podcasts. 

Voice and presentation (PowerPoint presentations, demonstrations, or 

simulations) require one speaker and many listeners. There may be two threads with split 

screen projection, but, generally there is only one thread/stream of teaching/learning. By 
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adding a chat, everyone can be engaged by formulating ideas and providing responses, 

suggestions, discussions, comments, feedback, polling, voting, and assessment in a class 

session. 

Technology Use to Support Teaching Practices. 
 

Figure 8 is the Network View of the codes used to analyze teaching practices 

across all questions. The data indicated that all of the common teaching practices 

indentified in Chapter Two were reflected in the survey responses. However, it should be 

noted that no one respondent indicated that he or she used all of the effective practices. 

Each of the effective practices will now be briefly discussed.  

The first effective practice was increasing the amount of student-faculty contact. 

The respondents indicated that they used a variety of methods to increase their contact 

through the use of technologies such as recordings of lectures and course materials, using 

classroom responders systems, facilitating chats and discussions, using email, and sharing 

assignment comments. Respondents also indicated that they used technology for online or 

virtual office hours, providing students access to office hours outside the normal 

constraints of time and place. Finally, they used technologies such as podcasts, blogs, and 

websites to keep their students up to date on course information. 

Respondents indicated that they used technology to facilitate a variety of active 

learning opportunities. These student activities included the use of simulations and hands-

on experiences. The respondents also used technology to facilitate student problem 

solving and discussions. 
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Figure 8. Preferred teaching practices by keywords and searches across all questions. See 
Figure 2 for an explanation of the codes used in the Network View. 
 

Respondents indicated they used technology in both hybrid (both face-to-face and 

online components in the same course) and fully online courses to provide more 

resources and activities that provided students with more time to complete learning tasks. 

 Respondents used technology in a variety of ways to encourage and facilitate 

cooperation among students. The strategies included using class discussions and group 

work and projects. Respondents who used classroom responder systems indicated they 

used a common polling practice called “think, pair, share.” In this practice, the instructor 

displays a question on a screen. The individual students indicate their answer using a 

classroom responder and the instructor displays the results without the correct answer 

being displayed. If the majority of the students have indicated the correct answer, the 

instructor may choose to move on. However, if the responses indicate there is sufficient 
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misunderstanding of the concept, the instructor may ask the students to turn to a partner 

or group, discuss the student’s individual answers, and share each other’s understanding 

of the concept being discussed. The class is then re-polled to see if there is sufficient 

understanding to continue. Respondents also found Wikis and other discussion forums to 

be useful for group summaries of key concepts. 

 Two additional effective practices were for the instructor to inform the learner of 

course objectives and make learning goals and paths clear while continually 

communicating high expectations. Respondents indicated that they used their course 

syllabus to communicate clear goals and objectives. They also used this online resource 

to communicate a clear outline of the class content tied to a course schedule. Several 

respondents indicated that they used tools such as weekly checklists to help their students 

keep track of assignment and course requirements. 

 Two more practices were using deliberate practice and providing prompt 

constructive feedback. Respondents indicated that they did this using a variety of 

methods that included in class writing, peer review, hands-on examples and exercises, 

anchored instruction, and checklists. Prompt feedback was also provided through the use 

of audio, video, and text chat tools; sending online notifications and alerts; providing 

immediate feedback on exercises; having students write One Minute Essays; and 

providing session and progress reports. 

 In providing challenges and support appropriate to the individual’s readiness, 

respondents indicated that they used online pretests to determine the student’s readiness 

for an activity. They were then able to create remedial instruction and exercises tailored 
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to the learner that allowed the learner to choose multiple paths for review. Respondents 

also indicated that they were able to broaden their learners’ experience base by using the 

web for online content, exploration, interaction with communities around the globe, and 

guest speakers. 

 Respondents also indicated that they used different technologies to foster student 

reflection. They utilized online tools such as wikis and blogs for reflection journals while 

using other strategies facilitated by technology such as having students participate in self-

reflection writing assignments. In order to further develop students’ effectiveness as 

learners, respondents indicated they used structured note-taking and scaffolding tools to 

provide multiple opportunities for students to reflect on their learning. 

 To link student inquiry to genuine problems of higher interest to the learners and 

contribute to an instructional environment that encouraged inquiry, respondents indicated 

that they used technology to show relevancy through activities such as role playing, 

trouble shooting, problem solving, case studies, and stories. Activities were designed to 

encourage curiosity and reflection while exploring student understanding through the use 

of open-ended questions and other problem solving strategies. 

 Respondents indicated using a variety of strategies to gain and hold student 

attention and present materials in a manner that respected diverse talents and ways of 

learning in a way that helped guide student learning. To gain attention, instructors 

developed introductory videos, animations, exercises, and demonstrations. They used 

technology to ask questions and lead discussions. To present material, instructors used 
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tools such as PowerPoint and recordings to present information both online and in face-

to-face classrooms.  

 In respecting the diverse talents and ways of learning in their classrooms, 

instructors used group work where team members with different skills and roles were 

assigned to each group. They used the visual and auditory capabilities of many 

technology tools to address the multiple intelligences encountered in their classrooms and 

create adaptive assignments for different cognitive abilities. They also used the 

multilingual capabilities of the web to provide students with resources where English was 

not their first language. To help guide student learning, respondents used the capabilities 

of a Learning Management System to track individual learning paths through course 

content. They also provided students with opportunities to participate in experiments with 

guidance from online instruction and videos. 

 In order elicit student performance, facilitate recall of prior knowledge, assess 

performance, and enhance retention and transfer, respondents indicated that they used 

strategies such as scheduling class time for working on problems and assigning group 

assignments, labs, and simulations. They utilized a variety of tools to help students 

review materials and provided them with opportunities for practice. This included 24/7 

access to materials and reviews and online pretest checklists to help them recall the 

content covered.  

 To assess performance and enhance retention and transfer, respondents indicated 

that they used the functions of tools such as concept maps, assignments, quizzes and 

exams to have students identify relationships and compare and contrast concepts while 
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reviewing, refining, and building on the concepts learned. Several respondents used the 

capabilities of these tools, combined with the data collection capabilities of the Learning 

Management Systems they were using, to measure time on task and the learning activities 

completed by their students. 

Characteristics of Technology Used for Teaching and Learning.  
 
The respondents identified a number of characteristics that made technology 

helpful for teaching and learning. Data for the specific codes used to create the themes 

developed from this question can be found in Appendix I. 

 The first characteristic was technology’s ability to provide access to course 

content, or even the instructor, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Instructors 

could provide students with content at the beginning of class or release content as needed. 

As one respondent stated, “It's nice to be able to send out materials as needed, access and 

link to entire web content.” 

Next, respondents indicated that technology improved readability in presenting 

information clearly. It also allowed respondents to mix visual and audio resources in a 

variety of ways to present and allow for student interaction with materials and keeping 

students engaged and interested. 

Respondents also indicated that technology allowed them to present information 

that was timely and relevant by providing students with access to outside resources by 

showing websites and news items of relevance to class topics. As one respondent stated 

“it's nice to be able to throw up a link on the class Web site to a piece on National Public 

Radio about something we just talked about that day. It helps the students see that they 
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are not learning in a vacuum.” Another respondent stated “I try to provide additional Web 

sites and resources for the student who wants/needs to go the extra mile to understand 

something.”  

Barriers to Technology Use in Teaching. 
 
Figure 9 is the Network View of the codes used to analyze the question on 

barriers to using technology for reflecting on teaching. Data for the specific codes used to 

create the themes developed from this question can be found in Appendix J. 

Respondents identified several barriers to using technology for teaching and 

learning. Broadly, these included lack of awareness, familiarity, experience, and comfort 

with technology. Many respondents indicated that they lacked knowledge or had 

difficulty with using technology in their teaching. Interestingly, while a few respondents 

indicated that “I do not know how to use the technology,” more respondents attributed 

the barrier to the technology itself. For example, one respondent stated “the technology 

does not support me.” Finally, time (to learn, setup and use), cost (initial, ongoing, 

maintenance, repairs, and upgrades), access and reliability, and student attitudes and 

interests were also identified as barriers. 
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Figure 9. Barriers to using technology for teaching and learning by keywords and 
searches across all questions.  See Figure 2 for an explanation of the codes used in the 
Network View. 
 

When discussing barriers to using technology in teaching, one respondent 

identified both time and cost as key barriers. The respondent stated 

Time- some of the more complicated software/hardware takes a lot of time to 
learn to use and become proficient. A training phase occurs, and outcomes are not 
professional during the training phase, therefore many teachers abandon the 
software/hardware. Money- Two issues here, one - buying equipment costs 
money that we often don't have. Two - I can train the learners to use specific 
technology, but if they don't have immediate application, then they forget the 
skills. Again, it is a money and time issue, money to purchase software once they 
leave the university classroom, and time to practice using the equipment. Both 
time and money hinder retention of skills and application beyond the university 
setting. 
 
Access to, and performance and reliability of, technology were also identified as 

being barriers in that, the respondents felt that having uninterrupted access to technology 

that worked consistently was important for smooth class sessions. Instructors that did not 

anticipate and plan for inconsistencies, breakdowns, or last minute needs to change plans 

lost time with students, felt helpless, or felt they looked incompetent to their students.  
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Getting and keeping students attention was a major problem in K-12 and higher 

education. Respondents indicated that they felt technology competes with conventional 

instruction to keep students interest, motivation, and engagement in class. Technology 

offers distractions and alternative activities to students during class and it was easy for 

students to chat with friends, update Facebook, listen to music, watch videos, or shop. As 

one respondent said “Students are inundated with information coming from all directions. 

It is difficult for me to get my messages heard in a timely manner.” 

When students have access to technology, respondents indicated that it was 

difficult to monitor their participation and engagement without looking over their 

shoulders with a mirror or camera in the back of the room. Some students were very 

distracted by accessible temptations such as Facebook, chat with friends, twitter, or 

watching movies. Respondents indicated that classroom layout and size could affect the 

ability of teachers to monitor student screens.  

There was also some concern expressed by the respondents that technology 

facilitates and encourages cheating. Respondents indicated that students found creative 

ways to cheat with classroom responders, mobile phones, and tools such as twitter and 

chat. In discussing these potential negative uses of technology, respondents also indicated 

they were concerned with privacy, especially as it relates to a student’s online identity 

(are they who they say they are), and the anonymous nature of some web activities. 

Finally, respondents indicated that they were concerned about computer viruses and the 

potential loss of student data. 
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Validation of Findings 

Three educational technologies support practitioners and one educator were asked 

to look at the data and identify general themes and themes for technology in teaching, 

reflective teaching practices, technology for reflection, and barriers to using technology 

for teaching and reflection. All four reviewers agreed that formal and informal feedback 

was a way instructors reflect on their teaching, three identified interacting with other 

instructors, peers, colleagues, or teaching assistants. In using technology for reflection 

and barriers to using technology for reflection three identified lack of belief about 

technology as alternative to support reflection, three identified did not know possibilities, 

and three said lack of access. All of the themes identified by the reviewers can be found 

in Appendix L. 

  For further validation, the researcher identified responses from the data that were 

supported by literature. In reviewing the lenses and levels of critical reflection from the 

literature, there was evidence and alignment with responses from the survey and the 

literature by Brookfield, Schön, Van Manen, and Glasser. Each of these will now be 

discussed with examples from the data. 

In Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher, Brookfield (1995) stated that we 

have four critical reflective lenses that alert us to distorted or incomplete aspects of our 

assumptions that need further investigating. The following examples demonstrated the 

respondent’s replies and ideas regarding how they reflected on their teaching. 

Brookfield’s first lens of critical reflection explored the autobiographies that we, 

as teachers and learners, created about the experience; particularly in respect to how we 
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put ourselves in the role of the other. Brookfield states that we should see our practice 

from the other side of the mirror as we become viscerally (instinctually or emotionally) 

connected to what our own students are experiencing. The following responses from the 

data demonstrated the respondent’s use of this particular lens. 

• Teachers learning new technologies are put into the position of learners 

• Empathy for students learning in the course as teachers need to learn new 

technologies 

• Teachers learning instructional design and good teaching practices are put in the 

position of learner 

• How instructors communicate and teach with students and each other 

• Technology affords opportunities for interaction with students 

• Technology captures and publishes thoughts and ideas through personal journals, 

podcasts, websites, Blogs, media recordings, and digital stories 

• Data helps with assessment and evaluation practices 

• Define competencies, outcomes, and measures 

• Technology learning environments 

• Log and performance data 

• Communication/feedback and early warning 

• Course diagnostics 

• Competencies, constructs, and outcomes measured 

• Criterion and rubrics 

• Norm data such as average, variance, and standard scores 
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Brookfield’s second lens, asks the instructor to reflect through our student’s eyes. 

The following responses from the data demonstrated the respondent’s use of this lens. 

• Don’t understand how to effectively reach some students 

• Instructional effect on student’s dispositions, engagement, motivation, and so 

forth. 

• Through students asking questions and sharing what they believe 

• Student responses to questions - Polling/clickers, surveys, voting, and chats 

• How the students are meeting course objectives and outcomes 

• Their points of view and beliefs in that are found in assignments, papers, projects, 

presentations, and so forth. 

• What learning paths they chose and why.  

• What content accessed, when, often, and so forth. 

• Did they seek remedial help, ask questions, discussions, tutorials, demos, 

examples, and so forth. 

• How many practices were necessary to accomplish the task 

• Students self efficacy effects on behavior 

• Participation in class community and social presence 

• Feedback received, both formative and summative 

• What was learned from the students 

The third lens is through our colleagues’ experiences. The following responses 

from the data demonstrated the respondent’s use of this lens. 

• Discussions with colleagues 
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• Education and teaching organizations and communities 

• Conferences, workshops, and seminars 

• Online training 

• Educational Podcasts 

• Youtube 

• iTunesU 

• LinkedIn 

• Meetings and discussions 

• Social networks – professional, education, teaching, and so forth. 

Finally, Brookfield has the instructor reflect through the lens of the theoretical 

literature. This includes research found in texts, journals, and other publications from 

research organization. This lens was explored in Chapter Two, Review of the Literature.  

Examples of van Manen's (1977) three levels of reflection were found in the data. 

Van Manen’s first level of reflection explores the instructor’s concern with technical 

rationality and applying knowledge to reach educational objectives. The following 

responses from the data demonstrated the respondent’s use of this level of reflection. 

• Time to learn, develop, and facilitate 

• Costs 

• Class ran smoothly 

• Able to get to materials 

• Students appear to understand both informally and formally 

• Minimal problems 
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• Alternative plans – handouts, local stored files, and video/recording 

Van Manen’s second level of reflection investigates, questions, and clarifies 

objectives and assumptions behind the teaching activities designed to achieve outcomes. 

This includes lesson plans, activities, and evaluation methods. The following responses 

from the data demonstrated the respondent’s use of this level of reflection. 

• Monitor class activities and student progress 

• Ask students 

• Course evaluations 

• Formative/summative activities and measures 

• Ask do assessments accurately evaluate what was taught 

• Effective grading rubrics 

• Test learning objectives by evaluating learning outcomes for competence 

• Trying something new and monitoring results 

• Identify student confusion, motivation, and engagement barriers. 

• Peer review and feedback 

• Repeatable, cost to reproduce, and accessibility 

The third and final level examines critical reflection, a higher level of reflection, 

within a context that incorporates moral and ethical questions into thinking. The 

following responses from the data demonstrated the respondent’s use of this level of 

reflection on seven important questions: (a) what is more efficient for me, (b) what is best 

for my students, (c) how can students learn from each other, (d) how can I help students 

manage distractions and time priorities, (e) how can students take responsibility for 
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learning, (f) how can I spark intrinsic motivation, and (g) how can I help students get into 

flow? Examples, with specific responses from the data, follow: 

• What is more efficient for me? 

• Adapt an existing format, model, plan, or create my own. 

• Use reusable media, and templates 

• Find new resources in libraries, and so forth. 

• Professional organizations, user groups, and communities 

• What is best for my students? 

• Relevancy – as one respondent said “I am on the look out to see if the 

curriculum is up to date, relevant to the audience, and employers.” 

• Engaging  

• Interactive 

• Scaffolded and chunked for their readiness 

• Differentiation of  the lesson to better meet the needs of all students 

• Universal Access 

• ADA compliant – alternate text, audio, and video 

• Assistive technologies 

• Cognitive assistance – “If the assessment is multi-modal and takes into 

account differing student abilities.” 

• Helping motivate students 

• How can students learn from each other? 

• Discussions  
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• Effective strategies to facilitate, organize, and support groups 

• Peer mentoring 

• Peer critiques and feedback 

• How can I help students manage distractions and time priorities? 

• Interest, focus, priority, and limit distractions 

• How can students take responsibility for learning? 

• Self monitoring - Outcomes, assignments, and deadlines 

• Promote climate encouraging engagement, interaction, and motivation 

• Constructivist learning 

• Peer interaction 

• How can I spark intrinsic motivation 

• Interest, relevancy, and goal 

• Fun 

• Feedback 

• How can I help students get into flow 

• Engaged, productive, positive reinforcement, and challenge,  

• Time goes quickly 

The study found examples of Schön’s (1983) reflection-in-action and reflection-

on-action. The following are specific examples of reflection-in-action found in the data: 

• I consider it successful if the students participate and seem like they are happy 

and enjoying themselves, and if they seem to grasp the concepts. 
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• I look to see how discussions are going and if there are trends in student 

questions. 

• I have to say that this is a bit more challenging in an online course. Generally, 

I have to wait for email questions about what I have presented them with. 

Sometimes they don't ask questions, but when they complete the assignment, 

it's obvious that there is a disconnect.  

• In a face to face situation, I can read their faces and body language as I'm 

talking. 

• Students revert with queries after the class, they tell me that the class has 

added value, I can 'feel' it. 

The following specific examples of reflection-on-action were also found in the 

data: 

• Student feedback in the reflective letter that begins each course portfolio 

• Plan next syllabus after seeing the comments from the previous version 

• Asked students to reflect in a discussion forum on what their opinions of 

informatics were and how they were changed by the course. 

• I mentally review each lesson and refine it for the next class, sometimes I 

make notes to help me remember what worked and what did not work in the 

classroom. 

• I think keeping an online journal/blog would be one of the best ways to 

purposefully reflect on my teaching. Keeping records of what happened (the 
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lectures, the grades, the assignments, etc.) well organized and easily available 

makes building new courses much easier. 

• I look at my previous courses as I develop or re-conduct courses. I try to learn 

from what did and did not work. 

• In staff meetings we discuss how the teaching has been received by students. 

• I can instantly review their written works and quizzes and surveys to get an 

understanding of what I can clarify in future classes and in individual 

conferences. 

Glaser’s criteria of fit, relevance, workability, and modifiability as it relates to the 

study showed the following (Glaser, 1978; Glaser, 1998). First, fit has to do with how 

closely concepts fit with the incidents they are representing, and this is related to how 

thoroughly the constant comparison of incidents to concepts was done. The following 

responses and ideas from the data demonstrated fit. 

• Voice, person of survey responses are teachers with experiences, 

knowledge, and expectations. 

• Real stories and summations by educators 

• Reviewers confirmed themes found in survey data 

• Technology benefits and barriers similar for teaching and reflection 

Glaser’s requirement of relevance relates to a study that deals with the real 

concern of the participants. In other words, it evokes or grabs (captures the attention) and 

is not only of academic interest. The following responses from the data demonstrated 

relevance. 
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• Responses and themes of the survey are relevant to respondents teaching 

practices. 

• Reviewers found survey results relevant to their technology support practices. 

• Technology facilitates new teaching/learning opportunities through the 

learning environment. 

• Technology facilitates evaluation of teaching and learning. 

• Given an identified problem, need for change, and so forth. – technology is a 

means to an end. 

• Students are already using these technologies personally and socially. 

• The relevance of benefits and barriers to using technology were similar for 

teaching, learning, evaluation, and reflection. 

For workability, the theory works when it explains how the problem is being 

solved with much variation. The following responses from the data demonstrated 

workability. 

• Faculty are learners about new teaching practices and technology 

• Technology is interesting and adopts to student characteristics, expectations – 

attention span, distractibility, interest, motivation, engagement, and interaction 

• Need more education and support of instructors on possibilities for different 

teaching practices, using technology for teaching and reflection. 

• Teachers choose to improve their technology literacy and self efficacy. 

• Faculty must have a passion for the subject they are teaching. 
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Finally, a modifiable theory can be altered when new relevant data is compared to 

existing data. The following responses from the data demonstrated modifiability. 

• Technology affords ability to change 

• Understanding of concepts and knowledge 

• Timeliness 

• Flexibility of tools for purposes 

• Capacity to expand and grow in speed, display, and storage 

• Interoperability of data, format/presentation, learning interactions with 

LMS, and tools 

• Reflective teachers learn from their students “Often they show me things that I 

wasn't aware of. 

Summary 

This chapter presented the demographic data collected in the study. Next, the data 

from the four questions of: (a) how instructors reflected on their teaching, (b) how 

instructors used technology to reflect on their teaching, (c) what characteristics of 

technology supported reflective teaching practice, and (d) what were the barriers to using 

technology to reflect on teaching were presented and discussed. Each question began 

with a network view that was followed by a summary of the theme, specific examples of 

responses, codes, code families, and memos used to develop the theme. Responses to the 

question “have you considered using technology for reflective practice?” were then 

discussed. This was followed by a discussion of the general use of technology in teaching 
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and learning to provide context for using technology for reflection. The chapter ended 

with a discussion of the data that supported the study’s validity and reliability. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

The purpose of this study was to research how technology-based tools could be 

used to facilitate and inform reflective teaching practices and identify the characteristics 

and barriers of using these tools that made them effective and /or efficient for reflection. 

The chapter begins with a discussion of the general themes identified by the study. This 

includes a discussion of the benefits of using technology in teaching and reflecting on 

teaching and concludes with a discussion of the themes related to the barriers for using 

technology for teaching and reflection. The chapter then discusses the implications of the 

findings for the practitioner. This includes a discussion on how instructors can reflect on 

their teaching in general and how they can use technology to enhance teaching and 

reflection and concludes with a discussion of how a practitioner might overcome the 

barriers to using technology. The chapter then suggests areas for future research.  

Summary of General Themes 

The purpose of this study was to research how technology was used to facilitate 

and inform reflective teaching practices and identify the characteristics of using these 

tools that made them effective and efficient for teaching and reflection. The study 

identified both benefits and barriers to using technology in teaching and reflection. While 

barriers will be discussed later in this section, the benefits included the ability to support, 

prepare, present, facilitate, and assess learning while supporting individual student and 

instructor needs through its versatility, universal design – The ability to prepare 

curriculum, materials, and the learning environment such that it can be used with ease by 
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a wide variety of people (including learners with disabilities), response-based navigation 

that adapts prescribed sequencing of content to learner needs and readiness, and 

providing feedback and guidance as needed. More importantly, the study indicates that 

instructors can use technology-based tools to enhance their ability to reflect on their 

teaching to improve practice. Each of these general themes will now be discussed in 

greater detail. 

Using Technology for Teaching. 
 
The study showed that technology can be used to support traditional face-to-face 

courses, hybrid courses that contain face-to-face and online elements in classroom, or 

entirely online instruction. The study also showed that the respondents used technology 

over a broad spectrum of effective instructional practices. 

Conventional teaching practices with today’s students can be challenging and 

ineffective for learning. Students want engagement and get bored easily with lack of 

seeing relevance, interest, and attention. Ineffective classroom delivery causes many 

students to look for other means of interaction and entertainment. Therefore, instruction 

needs to support multiple interactions of student-to-instructor, student-to-student, and 

student-to-the-world; authentic experiential learning; student reflection and review of 

learning; research; and exploring new learning practices. 

On the negative side, the study also found that instructors felt that uncontrolled 

use of technology by students could be a distraction to students. Also, several instructors 

felt that technology could be used for cheating. 
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Reflection on Teaching. 
 
The study found that instructors who indicated they reflected on their teaching did 

so with the purpose of making themselves better teachers and trying to help students be 

successful in their learning. Respondents reported that reflection happened before, during 

and after class sessions and semesters and that reflection was both formal and informal. 

However, even though many said they observe or think about their instruction and then 

improve or tweak the course, this simple thinking about things was not necessarily 

perceived by instructors as a valid method of reflection. The themes of how instructors 

reflected on their teaching were: (a) looking for ways to improve, change, and be more 

effective in teaching through self review, (b) being more aware and attentive to student’s 

engagement and learning, (c) seeking feedback, (d) looking at student outcomes, and 

(e) conducting formal and informal reflective activities. 

Using Technology for Reflection. 
 

The following themes of how technology was used to reflect on teaching were 

identified in the study: (a) looking for and analyzing feedback; (b) providing feedback to 

students; (c) recording and reviewing teaching activities and class sessions; (d) capturing 

and reviewing personal notes with journals and blogs; (e) making adjustments to class 

activities and resources as needed; (f) monitoring student progress and reviewing student 

understanding through participation, exercises, contributions to discussions, and grades; 

(g) communicating with students; (h) interacting and exchanging ideas through online 

teaching communities; and (i) archiving and organizing curricular information. 
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People with backgrounds and experiences in education and technology saw more 

uses and techniques for technology and reflection. Critical reflective teaching was 

enhanced with technology through its ability to facilitate and track systematic 

information and trends. Reflective teachers used more interactive activities including 

questions and discussions, polling (responders), text, voice, video chat, twitter, blogs, and 

podcasts. Perhaps, as one uses technology more, the person has more interest in reflective 

teaching and learning. However, more research will need to be conducted to determine if 

this is true. 

The study also found that many instructors were unaware of the possibilities of 

using technology for reflection or, due to lack of time, cost, or motivation, their interest 

did not impact their teaching much beyond course evaluations and student initiated 

contact. Interest and motivation to change are difficult barriers to overcome. If instructors 

did not see the need to improve their teaching, relate better with their students, or help 

students become more successful, then using technology for reflection and teaching was 

not done or was done on an as needed basis.  

Characteristics of Using Technology for Teaching and Reflection. 
 
The themes for the characteristics of technology that supported reflective teaching 

practices were: (a) relative ease and speed; (b) ability to facilitate a variety of ways for 

feedback; (c) ability to record, store, and access resources and data for review; 

(d) provide systematic data to analyze trends and common features; (e) ability to organize 

and make changes as needed; and (f) ability to facilitate communities for discussion, 

sharing, and collaboration. 
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 The study found similarities in the characteristics of technology that made it 

helpful for teaching and learning also made it helpful for reflection. These characteristics 

included ease of use, the ability to facilitate learning and adapt as needed, and the ability 

to provide systematic academic analytics for analysis and change. The more experience 

an instructor had using technology, the more reflective they were in their teaching 

practices through awareness, communication and feedback, recording and evaluating, 

learning from experiences, and communities of practice. 

Many respondents saw uses of technology for teaching. However, many of the 

respondents did not see a corresponding use for reflection. There appeared to be a lack of 

knowledge about the possibilities for reflection compared to a lack of knowledge about 

using technology for teaching. This indicated that more awareness of reflection 

possibilities and support to overcoming barriers may lead to more instructors using 

technology to reflect on their teaching practices. 

Overcoming Barriers to Using Technology for Teaching and Reflection. 
 
The themes for the barriers to using technology for reflecting on teaching 

included: (a) cost; (b) difficulty to use and the need for support and training; 

(c) inadequate and unreliable tools and resources; (d) privacy and viruses; (e) time to 

learn, create and use; (f) the experience not being the same as face-to-face and not seeing 

body language especially in large classes; (g) did not think about, or see the benefit of, 

using technology for reflection. 

The barriers to using technology for teaching and learning (lack of awareness, 

familiarity, experience, and comfort with technology) also apply to using technology for 
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reflection. Many barriers could be overcome with awareness to possibilities, developing 

skills, receiving support as needed, and access to technology for teaching and reflection. 

Implications for the Practitioner 

Reflection on Teaching. 
 
As stated above, the five themes of how instructors reflected on their teaching 

included: (a) looking for ways to improve, change, and be more effective in teaching 

through self reflection, (b) being more aware and attentive to student’s engagement and 

learning, (c) seeking feedback, (d) looking at student outcomes, and (e) conducting 

informal and formal reflective activities. Each of these will now be discussed in terms of 

the implications to the practitioner. 

Looking for Ways to Improve, Change, and be More Effective in Teaching 
Through Self Review. 
 
Self review is enhanced when instructors have the ability to access information, 

make decisions, and evaluate results. There is a need for more institutional support for 

instructors to learn and apply effective teaching practices and strategies. An example 

would be creating opportunities for instructors to listen and ask others in the classroom 

teaching community including teaching assistants, class preceptors, and other instructors 

in other departments to discuss teaching practices. 

Teaching portfolios provide another reflective tool. A teaching portfolio provides 

a repository for the instructor’s accomplishments. Electronic portfolios (eportfolios) in 

particular offer the ability to upload, organize, and make the instructor’s work accessible 

to others for comment. Creating and maintaining portfolios requires reflection on artifacts 
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and activities continually throughout one’s career. Portfolios encourage beginning 

instructors to gather in one place significant artifacts representing their professional 

development (Ferraro, 2000). Inductors can assemble materials that document their 

competencies. Portfolios include a reflective component, for when the instructor decides 

which materials to include, the instructor must reflect on which teaching practices 

worked well and why (Hurst, Wilson, & Cramer, 1998). An instructor’s portfolio can also 

be modified throughout his or her career, allowing the instructor to continuously apply 

learning to practice.  

For example, the College of Fine Arts at the University of Arizona has an 

ePortfolio tool. The ePortfolio is available for faculty, students, and staff to display the 

work accomplished during their time in the College of Fine Arts and beyond. Over time, 

instructors can maintain and enhance their ePortfolio with new work. (ePortfolio, College 

of Fine Arts, University of Arizona, 2010) 

Self review can be enhanced further by the instructor’s participation in 

educational communities of practice, such as with intra- or inter-institutional peers, 

colleagues, conferences, and organizations. These communities of practice, such as The 

Teaching Commons developed by the Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of 

Teaching and Learning [http://www.carnegiefoundation.org], provide a forum for 

discovering and exchanging suggestions, ideas, and resources for improving effectiveness 

as teachers and helping learners. 
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Being More Aware and Attentive to Student’s Engagement and Learning. 
 
We choose when and how we pay attention, whether it is through our delivery, 

interactions, or effectiveness. Reflection during the lesson involves awareness and 

attention to the current situation. Awareness can be gut reactions, anecdotal cues, or 

reacting to the environment and climate. Refection after the lesson provides a summative 

evaluation as to what just happened. Post analysis of how it went can be written down, 

audio recorded, and shared with others for feedback. 

Awareness and feedback tends to be more informal. The immediacy and the 

opportunity to receive feedback in live situations are important for reflection. Non-verbal, 

in class, student participation and engagement influences success of the lesson delivery 

and students’ learning. Being accessible to students is enhanced with the ability for multi-

modal (text, voice, and video) communication technologies that provide instant or later 

retained information that can be organized historically. 

The ability to respond quickly and conveniently enhances instructor and student 

contact. Using tools like Email allows the instructor time to reflect before responding. 

Using social media tools such as twitter provides instant short messages to one or more 

students or colleagues. Finally blogs allow the instructor to post his or her reflection and 

then have others within their professional learning community offer comments on that 

reflection. 
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Seeking Feedback. 
 
Reflective instructors seek feedback through multiple modalities. Many 

instructors said that they received feedback from course evaluations. They also received 

direct feedback from students through a variety of means.  

Knowing what feedback to look for and how to interpret what it means are helpful 

strategies for instructors to apply to their teaching. It is also helpful to seek out feedback 

from those students that do not volunteer feedback. Perhaps some students are hesitant to 

say what they feel in fear of repercussions or thinking it may not do any good. However, 

using anonymous web-based tools such as an on-line survey tool allows students to 

provide feedback in safe environment. Also, many students who are hesitant to speak up 

in class find participating in text-based discussion groups to be an easier way to express 

themselves.  

Looking at Student Outcomes. 
 
Student outcomes are reflected in performance as well as a student’s participation 

and engagement in course requirements and activities. It is important to find ways to 

identify and evaluate student understanding, the student’s ability to apply standards, and 

the student’s performance on evaluation measures. The more formative and frequent the 

outcomes are monitored, the more opportunity for communication of expectations, or 

seeking why students are not performing. This provides the instructor with more 

opportunities for intervention and corrective action. Thus, trends in student participation 

and performance may be monitored with early warning intervention. 
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The more assessment data of performance and history that is available, the more it 

can also be looked at analytically by the instructor for systematic planning and 

monitoring for student success. Student outcomes can be measured on a criterion and 

rubrics basis or normalized within groups of classmates. These methods give different 

data as to the performance of the students. The criterion method measures how students 

perform against the objectives and criteria for success. The normalized method shows 

how the student is performing relative to his or her classmates. Both of these can provide 

data to the instructor as to how realistic the instructor’s objectives were in terms of the 

readiness of the class. Thus, best practices for student participation and performance can 

be shared with students and then performance can be monitored and corrected. 

Instructors’ Use of Technology for Reflection. 
 
The following themes of how technology was used to reflect on teaching were 

found from the data: (a) looking for and analyzing feedback; (b) providing feedback to 

students; (c) recording and reviewing teaching activities and class sessions; (d) capturing 

and reviewing personal notes with journals and blogs; (e) making adjustments to class 

activities and resources as needed; (f) monitoring student progress and reviewing student 

understanding through participation, exercises, contributions to discussions, and grades; 

(g) communicating with students; (h) interacting and exchanging ideas through online 

teaching communities; and (i) archiving and organizing curricular information. Each of 

these will now be discussed in terms of the implications to the practitioner. 
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Looking for and Analyzing Feedback. 
 
Reflective instructors use technology to support multiple ways to capture 

feedback which also increases their choices of when and how to receive feedback. 

Acquiring both formative and summative feedback can be supported by incorporating 

technology in reflective teaching practices. 

Formative feedback can happen any time during the class; either preplanned as 

part of the lesson; from spontaneous feedback due to circumstances that warrant the 

instructor’s attention; or seeking out student opinions, reactions, attentiveness, and 

understanding. Formative classroom technologies include polling tools such as student 

responders for surveys and polls; group activity artifacts; and the use of laptop/mobile 

access for polling, email, chat, or Twitter.  

Classroom polling of students may involve dedicated classroom devices such as 

responders. Today, devices such as cell phones; smart phones such as an iPhone or 

Blackberry; or laptops can be used for polling of students. This can be done in the 

classroom or remotely at any time or in any place for distance classes or between class 

sessions. The reports generated by these pooling tools vary. For example, Turning 

Technologies includes the following reports; results by question, participant results, 

comparative scoring, team scoring, attendance report, moment to moment report, 

participant questions and comments report, results by group report, and descriptive 

statistics reports. 

Individual student feedback can be identified or responses can be obtained 

anonymously. Anonymous feedback may solicit more candid responses which can 
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provide deeper feedback than what would have been received otherwise. Other activities 

facilitated by responders include accumulating and evaluating response patterns by 

individual student’s choice or class percentages that can be saved and uploaded to a grade 

book or used for future reflection. 

Seeking feedback from colleagues may include recording class sessions and 

sharing with colleagues for their observations and feedback. These recordings could even 

be posted online discussion with colleagues who are not co-located. Colleagues can share 

best practices and answer each other’s questions through environments such as Twitter 

groups, subscriptions to blogs or other social media tools. 

Providing Feedback to Students. 
 
With the use of communication technologies, feedback can be directed to select 

individuals or groups, or made public to the entire class. This method of communication 

can be used for general announcements and/or suggestions when the instructor notices a 

pattern or has a general concern about student behavior or understanding. These tools 

allow the instructor to provide feedback to students in real time (synchronously) or later 

(asynchronously). 

Synchronous feedback allows for quick responses while the attention of the 

student is on a topic. Also, real time feedback can be used to correct a student’s actions or 

logic process as they are working through problems by providing hints, suggestions, and 

guidance. Tools that can be used to support synchronous feedback include, audio 

projection, student response systems, online chat, audio or video conferencing, and 

Twitter. 
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Responding asynchronously gives the instructor, or student, time for reflection 

before responding. Technology helps reflection before responding by providing the 

ability for saving and accessing drafts. Tools for providing asynchronous feedback 

include email, Track Changes in Microsoft Word, discussion posts, comments to drop 

box assignments, and comments attached to quiz questions. 

Recording and Reviewing Teaching Activities and Class Sessions. 
 
It is now easier and more convenient to record teaching activities for later access 

and review. There are many recording devices available such as handheld digital 

recorders, microphones, and cameras built-in or connected to computers. It is also 

possible to capture both the instructor and the classroom audio amplification or video 

projection so the instructor can review video of him or herself while watching the 

presentation materials. 

Podcasts are another tool that can be automatically generated through classroom 

capture devices. Shortly after class, a podcast class recording or post of class reflections 

by the instructor can be created and made available to only the instructor or to the class 

through iTunes, video servers with web links, Learning Management Systems, or burned 

to a DVD. 

Capturing and Reviewing Personal Notes with Journals and Blogs. 
 
The ability to capture and organize one’s thoughts and reflections can be 

supported by various technologies. Using common tools, it can be easy for an instructor 

to make notes to oneself using basic capturing technologies like Word; online journals 

and blogs; Wiki websites, individually or collaboratively; and audio or video recording. 
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These notes can then be referred to later and edited or updated as the instructor’s 

thoughts, perceptions, and reflections change. 

For example, a research study by Ray and Hocutt (2006) examined 12 randomly 

selected blogs from a population of 38 Middle school teacher-created, teaching-centered 

blogs to determine whether they were useful reflective devices for practicing middle 

school teachers. The amount and depth of reflective practice, as measured by a 

researcher-created rubric, was examined as well. Results indicated that all participants 

engaged in some level of reflective writing. However, the depth and level of reflection 

varied within and among the blogs. The results reported here are useful for framing future 

research on the efficacy of middle school teacher blogs. 

Accessing information and reviewing it later using organizational tools can be 

enhanced by tagging resources with labels for searching and sorting. For example, some 

tools that provide these features include Delicious for cataloging links to web resources, 

Flicker for pictures, Atlas or Nvivo qualitative research software for coding document 

segments, or web content management systems. These methods all allow the instructor to 

provide taxonomies for tagging of web content and digital libraries of web resources. 

Making Adjustments to Class Activities and Resources as Needed. 
 
Using technology tools, instructors can update and change course artifacts, 

schedule, lesson plans, activities, and even the location of class as needed. Thus, 

technology supports modifications and changes allowing for spontaneous adjustment. 

Different versions, restatements, and clarifications of content and activities can be 

quickly created and made available to students. Adjustments to content can be real-time 
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for students by creating content and activities that adapt to the needs of learners whether 

that be by choice or incorporating diagnostics for providing dynamically flexible learning 

opportunities.  

For example, course management systems provide for designing conditional 

release of content and tools. Figure 10 shows a screen capture of possible conditional 

release conditions for a content module within a Learning Management System such as 

Desire2Learn. 

Monitoring Student Progress and Reviewing Student Understanding Through 
Participation, Exercises, Contributions to Discussions, and Grades. 
 
Monitoring student progress requires awareness, access, and interaction with 

students. This monitoring can happen in the classroom and/or through online activities. 

For example, classroom responders can be used to monitor student understanding and 

progress with materials by asking questions throughout the class session. These polls can 

be used to determine the students’ understanding and beliefs about the material covered 

and intended lesson outcomes. 

Use of course management systems provides information showing when and how 

long students accessed course content, their participation in discussions, assignment 

submissions, performance on quizzes, and grade book information of meeting class 

requirements and comparisons to peers. Using conditional release for course content not 

only supports sequencing of content for student readiness, but also the logging of 

performance and activities gives feedback to the instructor as to student engagement and 

progress through class syllabus and assignments. 
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Figure 10. Example of Conditional Release Criteria from a Learning Management 
System 
 

Using online meeting tools, an instructor can watch class interaction in real time, 

look for signals and signs for engagement and understanding, and reflect during class 

with cues and feedback. For example, Figure 11 shows two screenshots from Elluminate, 

and online meeting tool, that shows the participants in an online class meeting. It includes 

some of the tools available for facilitating and monitoring interaction including raising 

hands, feedback emoticons, and polling. The yellow next to a microphone or chat column 

shows that participant is speaking or typing in the chat. 

Some course management systems also have the ability to set up an early warning 

alert. For those students not meeting the criteria of class requirements (attendance, 

performance on a quiz, submission of homework to the drop box, or posting to a class 

discussion), the alert will send an automatic email notification to the instructor, student, 

or student services support for early intervention. 
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Figure 11. Screen Captures of the Participants Window from the Elluminate Web 
Meeting Software 

 
Communicating with Students. 

 
Using technology for communicating with students provides flexible, convenient, 

and multimodal access through text, voice, and video. Communication with students 

online can be asynchronous through email and discussion posts, or synchronous through 

voice, chat, and online conferences and class meetings. Posting announcements, 

important information, assignments, checklists, reviews, and grades online can provide 

quicker communication responses and more in depth content. 

Interacting and Exchanging Ideas through Online Teaching Communities. 
 
Instructors reflect by interacting and exchanging ideas through online teaching 

communities, professional organizations, journals, conferences, and attending 

presentations. Professional organizations are using digital video capture capabilities to 

record and podcast sessions, presentations, conferences, and meetings. These can be on 

demand access or Podcasts where the instructor can subscribe and automatically receive 

updates and new recordings as they are created. 

Participation and sharing thoughts and reflections with colleagues is supported 

with technologies such as online conferences with papers and proceedings, blogs for 
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journal entries and comments, group websites with social tools for discussions, and 

sharing resources. For example attendees at conferences are using Twitter during meeting 

sessions to capture their thoughts and reflections as it occurs and sharing it with 

colleagues. Another example is Classroom 2.0 (http://www.classroom20.com/), which is 

a social network site for those interested in Web 2.0 and Social Media in education. A 

final example is Tucson	  Values	  Teachers	   (http://tucsonvaluesteachers.org/), a website 

for the community of Tucson teachers where they can share ideas, get involved with 

issues related to teaching in Tucson, or announce news and events. 

Archiving and Organizing Curricular Information. 
 
Artifacts of using technology in teaching provide access to ongoing activity and 

previous semester’s course design, lesson plans, and activities. With technology support, 

curricular information is easily organized and updated as needed. For example, updates 

can be logged, allowing for revisiting previous versions of the course as needed. Using a 

Learning Management System to develop new courses, a previously taught course’s 

materials and tools can be imported for use and revision and previous student 

performance data can be evaluated for trends that can lead to changes in curriculum. 

In addition to these general tools for reflective activities, specific examples of both 

informal, and formal reflective activities were found in the responses and mentioned by 

all the reviewers. 

Informal Reflective Activities. 
 

Informal activities included being more aware and attentive by watching class 

activities and scanning individuals, keeping eye contact, looking for signs and 
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encouraging students to pay attention, seeing if students are engaged, looking for 

feedback, making class fun and enjoyable for students, looking for signs of motivated 

students, and trying to informally assess student understanding. These activities can 

happen ad hoc by stopping class and asking students feedback verbally or through chats 

and polling tools. Answering student questions gives insight to student understanding, 

participation, engagement, tone, and attitude. Other examples of informal reflection and 

feedback activities are addressed within specific themes. 

Formal Reflective Activities. 
 
Formal activities included course evaluations; after class student reflection 

through surveys, reflective activities and One Minute paper type reflections; course chats 

and discussions; student diagnostics; and performance on homework assignments, 

rubrics, and grades. Course evaluations were the most often mentioned method for 

feedback on effective teaching.  

In higher education, effective teaching is often measured by course evaluations. 

However many institutions are having difficulty with response rates for online evaluation 

surveys less than paper. For example, in a recent article titled “Getting students to make 

their mark, fewer bothering to grade professors as systems go online” Ketter and Stoffel 

(2008) state  

As colleges start to abandon traditional paper evaluations for an online, do-on-
your-own-time format, more and more students are ignoring the surveys 
altogether. Colleges are so worried about the sudden drop-off in feedback that 
some recently began enticing students with incentives. Northeastern, where 
participation dipped to 54 percent online compared with 80 percent on paper, is 
offering iPods and meal vouchers in lotteries held throughout the two-week 
window allotted for online evaluations. Some departments at MIT, which tested 
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the online method this year and will fully adopt it next year, award pizza to the 
class with the highest return rate.  

At Northeastern, student culture has leaned toward turning to 
ratemyprofessors.com for feedback on which courses to take, said Ryan Fox, 
Northeastern’s student president. But now, with written comments available to all 
students to review for the first time, more undergraduates read the official 
Northeastern evaluations for guidance. (p. 2) 

 
The use of rubrics is another activity that support objective evaluation measures, 

which can easily be communicated with students. Examples of graded responses are 

helpful in minimizing ambiguity and challenges to grades. An example of a higher 

education rubric that the Writing Program at the University of Arizona provides is a 

downloadable Rubrics for General Education. It contains evaluation rubrics of activities 

such as communication, use of information, writing, critical thinking, making arguments, 

group work, bibliography, and visual arguments. (Writing Program University of 

Arizona, 2010) Other examples of formal reflection and feedback activities are addressed 

within the specific themes. 

Characteristics of Using Technology for Teaching and Reflection. 
 
The themes of the characteristics of learning technologies that support reflective 

teaching practices include: (a) relative ease and speed; (b) ability to facilitate a variety of 

ways for feedback; (c) ability to record, store, and access resources and data for review; 

(d) systematic data to analyze trends and common features; (e) ability to organize and 

make changes as needed; and (f) ability to facilitate communities for discussion, sharing, 

and collaboration. Each of these will now be discussed in terms of the implications to the 

practitioner. 
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Relative Ease and Speed. 
 
Effective uses of technology can help make tasks easier and save time. The more 

experienced in using technology, the more one sees the ease and quickness of its use. 

Through experience one learns to overcome barriers and frustrations in learning and 

becomes more skilled in applying technology to help with instructional and reflective 

tasks. Over time, the benefits of ease and quickness outweigh the barriers of learning new 

technologies and ways of teaching and reflection.  

Ability to Facilitate a Variety of Ways for Feedback. 
 
Technology supports feedback whenever and however it is needed. Formal and 

informal feedback methods as well as formative and summative feedback are all 

supported by incorporating technologies in teaching.  

Formal, summative feedback through course evaluations can be acquired with 

paper bubble sheets or collected online. Regardless as to which method, the results are 

tabulated, analyzed, and shared with the instructor. Written comments can also be 

collected and provided as feedback. Over time, as instructors reflect and change their 

teaching practices, they can review previous semester results to see how their student 

ratings have changed. 

Informal and formative feedback is supported by technology through synchronous 

and asynchronous communication with students and monitoring student participation and 

progress. For example, an instructor can watch the class, recognize signals and signs for 

engagement and understanding, and reflect during class with cues using online meeting 

tools. 
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Ability to Record, Store, and Access Resources and Data for Review. 
 
Storing and reviewing course artifacts is easily accomplished through a Learning 

Management System by logging content visited, discussion posts, assignments, and so 

forth. Data from Learning Management Systems can be reviewed and compared to 

previous semesters. Recorded class sessions can be accessed for review and cataloged by 

the instructor, adding his or her own notes and suggestions for improvement in future 

classes. 

Storage capacity is increasing while costs are dropping. It is inexpensive to carry 

recordings and large data sets on portable storage. Storage space is available on servers 

and email accounts for storing and accessing large files. The Internet also provides 

inexpensive and reliable storage through services such as Google, iTunes, and YouTube, 

to name a few. Finally, recording personal thoughts and reflections through Blogs, Wikis, 

and online journals are easy and convenient.  

Tools that prompt the instructor with reflective questions and capture answers to 

share with other instructors are easily created through forms and feedback using tools 

such as the ALPS Area of Reflection tools. ALPS is designed for instructors to reflect on 

aspects of teaching and thinking quickly. For each general question, additional questions 

are asked to help bring out what the instructor most cares about in their teaching. 

Reflection Spaces of questions include general reflections, classroom reflections, and 

self-assessment reflections. Once answered, the reflection can be saved, printed, e-mailed 

to yourself (or someone else), or posted anonymously to a community pool of responses 

(ALPS: Reflect: How can I reflect upon my teaching practice, 2010) 
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Systematic Data to Analyze Trends and Common Features. 
 
Technology can be used to gather information through a variety of methods that 

can be recorded for future analysis. Examples of these tools include online grading tools, 

rubrics, student progress through websites, wikis, discussion posts, and assignment 

submissions. 

Classroom diagnostic tools can provide information on how students are doing 

compared to the rest of the class. Quiz and other scores can be evaluated to show were a 

student is, and is not, performing as well as how students compare across groups. Raw 

and Z scores as well as StDev, SEM, and MCI provide useful diagnostics and indications 

for intervention and evaluating trends. Tools such as this can provide the instructor with 

detailed information on class diagnostics. For example, using the chart in Figure 12, in 

addition to the raw score, the instructor can see the mean and standard deviation which 

shows how the student score compares to the average and what the variance is on the 

distribution of scores along with the SEM, which determines the true score confidence 

range around the observed score. The Z score shows how the student is doing compared 

to the rest of the class. The student’s Z score is their score compared to the mean and 

taking into account the distribution of scores. By comparing Z scores across tests, the 

instructor can see how the student is performing relative to the rest of the class over time. 

A regression calculation can then predict the direction the student is currently heading 

relative to the class.. For a detailed explanation of the CatTrax tool used to generate the 

chart in Figure 12, see Appendix K. 
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Figure 12. Sample Output from Cattrax Quiz Diagnostic Software. Developed by 
Callahan (2000) 

 
Visualization tools provide new ways to look at information by identifying 

relative relationships and magnitudes of data. Access and integration with course 

management systems and student information systems allows for analytical analysis of 

institutional, teaching, and student performance data. Academic analytics is the term used 

for business intelligence for academics.  

Campbell, DeBlois, and Oblinger (2007) provide the following description of 

academic analytics. 

With the increased concern for accountability, academic analytics has the 
potential to create actionable intelligence to improve teaching, learning, and 
student success. Traditionally academic systems—such as course management 
systems, student response systems, and similar tools—have generated a wide 
array of data that may relate to student effort and success. Early academic 
analytics initiatives are seeking to predict which students are in academic 
difficulty, allowing faculty and advisors to customize learning paths or provide 
instruction tailored to specific learning needs (Campbell, DeBlois, & Oblinger, 
2007). 
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Ability to Organize and Make Changes as Needed. 
 

Planning tools help in the design, organization, and implementation of classes. 

There are tools for identifying competencies, intended outcomes, and indications of 

success as well as planning how they will be reflected by student performance. These 

tools include Learning Management System tools such as quiz and rubric scores, 

completion of assignments, discussion posts, attendance, and so forth. Planning and 

organizational software such as Livetext provides templates and explanations for 

organizing and managing institutional programs. Organizational and program goals, 

outcomes, rubrics, curriculum, courses, and lessons can be tracked for formative and 

program assessment. 

Learning Management Systems provide record keeping and historical data for 

revising and updating class syllabus and activities. For example, the online meeting tool 

Elluminate has a Session Plan tool that allows for pre-planning sessions, pulling together 

resources, and scripting the sequence or flow of the class. However, the instructor does 

not have to follow the script. The instructor still has the flexibility to make ad-hoc 

changes as needed. See Figure 13 for an example of the Elluminate Session Plan tool. 

Ability to Facilitate Communities for Discussion, Sharing, and Collaboration. 
 

Email, listservs, and discussion group posts are ways that the instructor can 

communicate asynchronously to communities and selected groups. Synchronous, quick 

communication is accomplished with voice/video, online chats, and twitter messages to 

groups through mobile devices and computers.  
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Figure 13. Screen Capture of the Session Plan Tool for the Elluminate Online Meeting 
Software 

 
Group social websites such as Ning provide the tools to facilitate a variety of 

ways to communicate and supports the identity, interaction and collaboration of the 

community for sharing resources, announcements, events, and so forth. 

Overcoming Barriers to Using Technology for Teaching and Reflection. 
 
The themes of barriers to using technology for reflecting on teaching were: 

(a) cost; (b) difficult to use and the need for support and training; (c) inadequate and 

unreliable tools and resources; (d) privacy and viruses; (e) time to learn, create and use; 

(f) not the same as face-to-face and not seeing body language especially in large classes; 

and (g) did not think about, or see the benefit of, using technology for reflection. Each of 

these will now be discussed in terms of the implications to the practitioner. 
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Cost. 
 
Cost of training, providing and accessing resources, and sustainability of 

technology are barriers for immediate, and future planning. Costs can be real dollars, 

which are less available with shrinking budgets. Alternatives to institutions spending on 

providing and supporting technology may be mitigated by finding resources from other 

institutions, consortiums, and open source or free software via the Internet. Institutions 

can look for ways to leverage technology and instructional support costs by encouraging 

the technology staff across campus to share ideas, strategies, practices, and group buying 

power for site licensing. 

A campus liaison program, where the cost is shared among different departments, 

provides accessible consultants and resources to support instructors in implementing and 

accessing technology resources. Costs for travel to bring in guest speakers, consult with 

experts, attend workshops, conferences, and training can minimized by accessing 

sessions online using virtual meeting tools and recording them for later use by others. 

Finally, many institutions have technology refresh programs where the cost of 

providing or upgrading technology is shared between colleges and central support. As 

technology gets older and obsolete for some uses, it can be repurposed and made 

available to others for their needs. 

Difficult to Use and the Need for Support and Training. 
 
Most technology is not intuitive, difficult to learn, and cumbersome to use. Many 

times, problems with software are not the fault of the user, but can be attributed to poor 

design. Applications design needs to incorporate not just functional requirements, but 
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interface and interactions design. Techniques such as allowing for undo, recovering from 

deleting or major changes, progress enable, progress reveal, error checking, minimizing 

user clicks to accomplish tasks, and visual organization strategies should be incorporated 

in the design of software. 

There is a growing need for support and training on using technology. During 

times of budget cuts, institutions allocate fewer resources for technology support. In 

addition to training on how to use technology, the need for how to learn new software, 

troubleshoot, and work through problems increases the effectiveness of instructors that 

use technology in their teaching. People need success with technology to find it useful. 

Training and learning activities should be chunked and scaffolded to ensure learner 

success and progress. 

Inadequate and Unreliable Tools and Resources. 
 
More and more technologies are being created to support teaching and reflection. 

It is difficult to determine what to develop with the diversity of learner access and 

available technologies. Connection speeds, system power, visual graphic capabilities, and 

storage are factors that determine where to set the bar for adapting or developing an 

application for learners. For example, if an online class is expecting to reach rural 

communities with slow Internet access, it will impact the experience of those users. As 

another example, if an instructor wants to use the virtual world of Second Life to have a 

virtual meeting experience with his or her students, the instructor will need computer 

systems not more than a few years old with specific graphic capabilities.   
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Inadequate tools limit teaching activities for development and slow down delivery 

of lessons. Anticipating system failures and data loss requires alternative planning for 

lessons and good backup procedures for materials. The use of different technologies and 

systems may limit interoperability for communication, applications, sharing resources, 

and data access. For example, applications designed to work on the Windows operating 

system may not work on a Macintosh, or data stored in a database for a course 

management system may not be accessible for correlating with student demographic 

information from the institution’s student information system. Institutions need to be 

aware of these limitations and provide adequate support and resources to ensure student 

and instructor success. 

Privacy and Viruses. 
 
Privacy and viruses were stated as concerns, but not as much as the researcher 

expected. Perhaps, people were more concerned with these issues when they had, or 

know someone who had, a bad experience of losing their identity, being impersonated, or 

loosing data on their computer from a virus. Today, issues related to privacy and 

computer viruses should be of concern to everyone and extra steps need to be taken to 

protect the institution’s or the instructor’s personal system. This includes, but is not 

limited to, downloading, installing, and keeping up with virus protection software and 

system updates; following best practices for creating passwords; logging off of public 

computers and workstations when done; not providing personal information to 

unsolicited sources;  and only connecting through secure Internet connections. 
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Time to Learn, Create and Use. 
 
Time was a popular barrier for using technology for teaching and reflection. Time 

includes the time to learn, create, and implement, the course and its materials.  It also 

included the time to reflect and make changes. In a study by Keeton (2004), instructors 

agreed that teaching well online is more time-consuming than teaching face-to-face. 

However, the use of online tutorials, templates, scripts, and programs can effectively train 

and support teaching activities and creation of content. Teaching communities and 

technologies can also provide resources and online live and recorded training to save 

time. By using technology to facilitate teaching and capture performance indicators, 

instructors are provided with quick information for reflection and thinking through 

changes. 

The Experience was not the Same as Face-to-Face and not Seeing Body 
Language,  Especially in Large Classes. 
 
Perhaps, many of the concerns expressed in the barriers that the experience was 

not the same as face to face, comes from limited awareness, information, and experience. 

There is a comfort and personal repertoire with students that some instructors prefer in a 

live face-to-face environment. There is concern about not being able to see and perceive 

nonverbal cues such as body language when technology is introduced for teaching and 

reflection. While face-to-face instruction is seen as promoting interactive and perceptive 

engagement with class, the perception is that online classes interfere with this natural 

flow of a class. It puts the instructor in a position of facilitating a class and loosing 

attributes of the live experience.  
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However, online meeting tools support other ways of interacting with students 

than live class sessions by providing multiple modalities of communication, indications 

of participation, and ability to easily have students work in groups. For example, in-class 

reflection and interaction with students can be supported by responder systems and social 

media tools which can be utilized to increase interaction with students. Finally, 

instructors can change their lesson design from lecturing to encouraging more student 

interaction and feedback.  

Did Not Think About, or See the Benefit of, Using Technology for Reflection. 
 
Many instructors were unaware of the benefits of using technology for reflection 

and/or did not make it a priority. Some did not see a need for changing what they were 

already doing. They acted on habit unless they perceived a reason to change. However, it 

takes more than exposure and an awareness of possibilities in using technology for 

reflection for it to be adapted. Usually, there is a problem that the instructor wants to 

solve, or a goal they want to accomplish, that motivates them to look at possible 

technology solutions. 

Motivation and change are affected by the instructor’s perceptions of his or her 

individual effectiveness. Some instructors perceive the cost of time, learning curve, and 

access to technology outweighs the benefits of using technology for reflection. 

Awareness can be acquired and supported through the instructor’s interactions and 

contacts with peers and communities of practice. Department meetings and brownbag 

lunches are opportunities for instructors to share experiences with teaching techniques 

and incorporating technology. Reflection on what worked, did not work, and what they 
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will do differently next time supports reflective teaching, informing their peers of the 

possibilities, and setting realistic expectations.   

Information on how to incorporate technology in teaching and learning is readily 

available through educational institutions and organizations. Guides, examples, tutorials, 

and technical help provide support to those instructors interested and motivated. 

Institutions that provide services and resources to support faculty adapt technology in 

their teaching can help overcome many of the barriers as identified in the study. For 

example, institutions can provide central departments for instructional and assessment 

support, college and department support, department and instructor consulting, 

workshops, and instructional and reflective tools. 

Suggestions for Future Research  

The following questions for future research were developed from this study. First 

research needs to be conducted on how institutions can get more instructors interested in 

using technology to reflect. This includes increasing the: (a) awareness of the solutions to 

current problems that instructors may have in their teaching; (b) possible uses of 

technology for their reflection and teaching; (c) exploration opportunities for improving 

reflective teaching practices by increasing technology in teaching; and (d) support 

instructors need with solutions and tools for reflective teaching through websites, 

technology-facilitated subscriptions to people and communities, peers, department 

meetings, presentations/workshops, and online consulting. 

 While it is hoped that awareness of possible teaching practices and options with 

technology will lead to more instructor experimentation, use, and reflection in teaching 
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and learning more research will need to be conducted on how the successful use of these 

technologies leads to successful teaching and learning. This, in turn, leads to the question 

of how increased experience with technology effects adoption of new technology, 

especially as it relates to reflection. 

 In terms of reflection, researchers should focus on how reflective practice could 

lead to improved teaching and student learning. This includes examining how an 

instructor’s teaching and technology use can be impacted by increased self efficacy that 

increases the instructor’s ability and motivation to reflect on his or her teaching. 

 Another interesting avenue for research is the use of social networking for 

reflection. This area of study opens the door to research on privacy issues such as who 

owns the medium being used to reflect; choice of communities; and reflective activities. 

Areas of study might include the use of personal social networking tools such as 

Facebook, Myspace, and blogging and the use of institutionally owned resources. 

Finally, there will be more pressure on institutions to use educational technologies 

to measure learning and teaching outcomes. This includes issues such as efficiency (cost, 

time, and ease of use), effectiveness (impact, ease of use, and learning outcomes), 

instructional alternatives (face-to-face classroom versus hybrid or totally online 

instruction), and sustainability. The impact of technology-based reflection will need to be 

studied to determine if, and how, such reflection might impact instruction within an 

institution. 
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY INVITATION EMAIL 

 

Dear colleague, 

My name is Wayne Brent and I am a doctoral student looking for potential interviewees 
for a qualitative case-study of how educators use technology and reflect on their teaching. 
In particular, I am searching for university educators who have experience in traditional 
teaching, as well as educators who utilize other methods and technologies in their 
teaching. 

The first step is to fill out the following web survey by 4/5/09. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=HaOZ193PAE4qAa7bXAyj3g_3d_3d 

No personal information about you will be recorded. Your email is requested at the end 
of the survey only if you agree to be contacted for any follow-up questions or interview. 

If you know of anyone who could potentially help with this research, it would be greatly 
appreciated if you could please pass along this invitation. 

Reciprocation will be provided in the form of offering to share the results with you.  

Please email me if you have any questions, concerns or wish to see the results of this 
research. 

Thank you for your participation, 

Wayne Brent, wbrent@arizona.edu 
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APPENDIX B: PARTICIPANT'S CONSENT FORM 
Dear colleagues, 
 
My name is Wayne Brent and I am a doctoral student looking for potential interviewees 
for a qualitative case-study of how educators use technology and reflect on their teaching. 
In particular, I am searching for educators who have experience in traditional teaching, as 
well as educators who utilize other methods and technologies in their teaching. 
 
The first step is to fill out the following web survey by 4/5/09. No personal information 
about you will be recorded. 
 
Your email address is requested at the end of the survey only if you agree to be contacted 
for any follow-up questions or an interview. 
 
--- 
 
The information in this form is provided to help you decide whether or not to take part in 
this research study. 
 
What is the purpose of this research study? 

The purpose of this project is to identify how educators use technology and 
reflective teaching practices and to identify the pros/cons of using new and 
emerging technologies in improving teaching and learning. 

 
Why are you being asked to participate? 

You are being invited to participate because you are an educator. 
 
How many people will be asked to participate in this study? 

My goal is for at least 50 research participants. 
 
What will happen during this study? 

You will fill out an online survey about your teaching. 
If you agree, you may be asked follow-up email questions or to participate in an 
interview either face-to-face, telephone, or via Internet. 

 
How long will I be in this study? 

10-20 minutes to complete the survey. If you must stop before finishing, please 
save what you have and reenter later. If you are willing to identify yourself at the 
end of the survey, I will combine the results. 

 
Less than 1 hour for any follow-up questions or interviews. 
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Are there any risks to me? 
Participation in the survey will pose no appreciable risks to you of any kind, as 
participation is completely voluntary, and no personal information will be 
collected. I have attempted to eliminate any and all risks to survey participants. 
Should you, however, find answering any of the items in the survey/interview 
stressful or upsetting, you can stop participating immediately. 

 
Are there any benefits to me? 

You will have the opportunity to share your experiences and reflections about 
teaching and get a copy of the results to see what strategies and practices emerged 
that you can apply to your own teaching. 

 
Will there be any costs to me? 

Aside from your time, there are no costs for taking part in the study. 
 
Will I be paid to participate in the study? 

You will not be paid for your participation. Reciprocation will be provided in the 
form of offering to share the results of the study with you. 

 
Will video or audio recordings be made of me during the study? 

During the optional follow-up interview, you may be audio recorded to assist the 
researcher in coding your answers. This recording will only be used to verify 
notes from the interview. The audio recording will be destroyed after verifying 
accuracy and coding. 

 
Will the information that is obtained from me be kept confidential? 

Neither your name nor any individually identifying information will be collected 
in this study. All results will be reported as anonymous examples or aggregate 
summaries. Responses will be collected and stored anonymously. 

 
The survey is hosted on SurveyMonkey, which has privacy and security policies. 
 
Representatives of regulatory agencies (including The University of Arizona 
Human Subjects Protection Program) may access the data collected. 

 
Who can I contact for additional information? 

You can obtain further information about the research or voice concerns or 
complaints about the research by contacting the Principal Investigator, Wayne 
Brent, M.A., at wbrent@arizona.edu or xxx-xxx-xxxx. If you have questions 
concerning your rights as a research participant, have general questions, concerns 
or complaints or would like to give input about the research and can’t reach the 
research team, or want to talk to someone other than the research team, you may 
call the University of Arizona Human Subjects Protection Program office at (520) 
626-6721. (If out of state use the toll-free number 1-866-278-1455.) If you would 
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like to contact the Human Subjects Protection Program via the web, please visit 
the following website: http://www.irb.arizona.edu/contact/ 

 
--- 
 
* I am being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. I 
understand I can withdraw at any time. 
 
I affirm that I have read the information contained in this Consent Form, that the study 
has been explained to me to my satisfaction, that my questions have been answered, and 
that I agree to take part in this study. 
 
No 
 
Yes and continue with survey. 
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APPENDIX C: SURVEY QUESTIONS  
1. Where do you teach? 

• K-12 
• Community College 
• College/University 
• Corporate education 
• Other (please specify) 

 
2. How long have you been teaching? 

• Brand new, less than 1 semester or course 
• 1-2 semesters 
• 1-5 years 
• >5-10 years 
• >10-25 years 
• >25 years 

 
3. Please describe any Teaching Assistant (TA) or faculty development training you 

received regarding your teaching. 
 
4. In one of your current or most recently taught classes, please describe 

discipline/subject, title, level of class, etc. 
 
5. Please indicate whether there are students taking this class as: 

• Required for a degree(s) or certificate 
• Elective for general credits 
• Both 
• Other (please specify) 

 
6.  How many students are/were in this class or section? 
 
7.  How is this class taught? 

• Face-to-face in a campus classroom or lab 
• Hybrid using both face-to-face and online meetings 
• Hybrid using both face-to-face and online content 
• Hybrid using face-to-face, online meetings, and online content 
• All online meetings and content 
• All online, self-paced 
• Correspondence, self-paced 

If this is a Hybrid class, please describe what class activities are face-to-face and 
what activities are online. 

 
8.  How much control do you have over the course (e.g. curriculum, lesson plans, use of 

class time, evaluation)? 
• None 
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• Some decisions 
• Most decisions 
• All decisions 
If some or most decisions, which ones? 

 
9.  Describe your typical course activities (e.g. what activities do you use for a typical 

lesson or class session). 
 
10.  How do you know if a class session or lesson is successful? 
 
11.  Discuss your preferred teaching practices (e.g. describe how you provide content, 

lecture, presentation, activities, discussions, questions & answers, group work, how 
you provide feedback). 

 
12.  What are your perceptions about your students' interest, participation, motivation, 

engagement, attention span, learning, etc.? 
 
13.  Please describe how you use technology in your teaching (e.g. to prepare to teach, 

during class time, delivery of content, communication, evaluation). 
 
14.  Please list and describe how you use specific technologies in your teaching. 
 
15. What are specific characteristics of technologies that make them helpful for teaching 

and learning? 
 
16.  What are barriers to using technology for teaching and learning? 
 
17.  Do you currently reflect on your teaching? If so, please describe how. 
 
18.  Do you use technology to help reflect on your teaching? 

If so, please describe how. 
 
19.  What are specific characteristics of technologies that (could) make them useful for 

reflecting on your teaching? 
 
20. What are some barriers to using technology for reflecting on your teaching? 
 
21. If you currently do not use any technology to help you in your teaching reflections, 

have you ever considered using it? 
If yes, why have you not done so? 
 
22.  Additional comments? 
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APPENDIX D: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO ANALYZE THE 

DATA FROM THE QUESTION “HOW DO TEACHERS REFLECT ON THEIR 
TEACHING?’ 

 
 
Table 4  
 
Theme One –Looking for Ways to Improve, Change, and be More Effective in Teaching 
Through Self Review 
Code Grounded Density 
Required for annual appraisal 1 1 
Open minded about retooling continually 1 1 
TA’s review and comments 2 2 
Research for conference, presentations, publications 1 1 
Updating and changing as necessary 5 1 
Revise each semester – courses, assignments, exams 10 1 
Think, study, and then think again 1 1 
Brainstorming 1 1 
Delivery effective 3 2 
Critical reflection on curricular goals and pedagogy 2 1 
Teaching portfolio 1 1 
Try to learn from what did and did not work 2 1 
Attend conferences, workshops, instructional 
offerings - consider applying ideas to teaching 

2 1 

Analyze how to teach more effectively 3 1 
Work with department head for course design and 
improvement 

1 1 

Improve teaching strategies and methods 5 1 
Advisory committee, I have an advisory committee 
that includes teachers, students, administrators, and 
parents, who help with programming 

1 1 

Conversation with colleagues and peers 8 1 
Planning class 1 1 
Self critique of lecture, assignment, class experience 1 1 
Make notes to remember what worked and what did 
not 

2 1 

Research teaching practices and write about my own 
and others 

1 1 

Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 5  
 
Theme Two – Being More Aware and Attentive to Student’s Engagement and Learning 
Code Grounded Density 
Act on student suggestions 4 2 
Available to students 1 1 
Delivery effective 3 2 
Eye contact 1 2 
Grading - reflect on assessment outcomes 1 2 
In-class student interaction 1 1 
Informal 5 1 
Informal Discussions 1 1 
Look for trends in student discussion 1 2 
Monitor student discussions 1 1 
Pay attention to what is happening 1 1 
Preceptors input 1 2 
Receive questions 1 1 
Reflect after lesson 9 2 
Respond to students quickly 1 2 
Responses to the questions asked 1 1 
Select and choose attention 1 1 
Student participation and engagement 2 2 
Students understanding content and able to apply 
standards 

2 2 

TA’s review and comments 2 2 
The informal UGH! After some classes – The ah-ha! 
Moments after some classes 

1 2 

Think, ask the students what they think, and then 
think again 

1 1 

Trying to help students be successful 4 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 6  
 
Theme Three – Seeking Feedback 
Code Grounded Density 
Act on student suggestions 4 2 
Course evaluations and comments 12 2 
Eye contact 1 2 
Feedback from students 15 1 
Preceptor input 1 2 
Respond to students quickly 1 2 
The informal UGH! after some classes, the ah-ha! 
moments after some classes 

1 2 

Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 

Table 7  
 
Theme Four – Looking at Student Outcomes 
Code Grounded Density 
Accountability measures cause motivation to succeed 1 1 
Assessment takes into account different student abilities 1 1 
Assessment multi-modal 1 1 
Grading – reflect on assessment and outcomes 1 2 
Look for trends in student discussions 1 2 
Student participation and engagement 2 2 
Students understanding content and able to apply 
standards 

1 2 

Trying to help students be successful 4 2 
 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 8 
 
Theme Five – Informal Reflective Teaching Activities 
Code Grounded Density 
Answer questions 8 1 
Ask questions 144 5 
Aware and attentive 24 2 
Body language 6 0 
Bored 4 0 
Chat activity 10 1 
Cool or Wow factor 1 0 
Engaged 67 0 
Excited 4 0 
Faces 3 0 
Feedback 77 3 
Fun, enjoyment, affective 7 0 
Interested 44 1 
Motivated 40 0 
Noticing 2 0 
Participation 41 0 
Passive 2 0 
Role playing 1 0 
Show off 1 0 
Understand 21 0 
   
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 9  
 
Theme Five – Formal Reflective Teaching Activities 
Code Grounded Density 
Announcements 8 1 
Checklists 1 1 
Complete assignments 7 3 
Course evaluations and comments 23 2 
Demonstrate concept, process, and so forth 18 1 
Exercises 13 2 
Good work 3 2 
Homework 19 1 
Improve 16 2 
Lesson plans 15 1 
Responders 12 2 
Rubrics 5 2 
Survey feedback 18 1 
Writing assignments 31 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX E: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO ANALYZE THE 

DATA FROM THE QUESTION “USING TECHNOLOGY TO HELP REFLECT 
ON TEACHING” 

 
Table 10  
 
Theme One – Looking for and Analyzing Feedback 
Code Grounded Density 
Clickers/responders 1 3 
Compare course evaluations to that of other 
professors 

1 1 

Course Evaluations 4 1 
Email feedback from students 1 2 
Feedback from colleagues 1 2 
I organize student feedback via Excel 1 2 
Online Survey 8 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 

Table 11  
 
Theme Two – Providing Feedback to Students 
Code Grounded Density 
Blog to reflect publicly for the class 1 2 
Emails for responding to students, reflect before 
responding 

2 2 

Use communication tools, not self-reflection shared 
with student 

1 2 

Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 12  
 
Theme Three – Recording and Reviewing Teaching Activities and Class Sessions 
Code Grounded Density 
Review class recordings and watch to see where 
could improve delivery or management of class 

4 1 

Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 13  
 
Theme Four – Capturing and Reviewing Personal Notes with Journals and Blogs 
Code Grounded Density 
Blog about experiences 2 1 
Blog to reflect publicly for the class 1 2 
Blog for other teachers to post 1 2 
Electronic journal 1 1 
Make notes to self 1 1 
Record musings 1 1 
Twitter about experiences 1 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 14  
 
Theme Five – Making Adjustments to Class Activities and Resources as Needed 
Code Grounded Density 
Course materials stored electronically so can compare 
materials and grades from years back to today 

1 2 

Create new content - video, podcast 1 1 
Find new online resources to share 1 1 
Lesson planning 1 2 
Make changes and adjustments as needed 2 2 
Website housing teaching materials 1 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 15  
 
Theme Six – Monitoring Student Progress and Reviewing Student Understanding 
Through Participation, Exercises, Contributions to Discussions, and Grades 
Code Grounded Density 
Calculate Grades 1 2 
Clicker/Responders 1 3 
Computer test scoring 2 2 
Follow group work looking for confusion, 
misinformation, and so forth 

1 1 

Make changes and adjustments as needed 2 2 
Quality of student work 1 1 
Self-quizzes to identify muddiest points 1 1 
Students to analyze content of the course 1 1 
Web for assignment reviews 1 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 

Table 16 
 
Theme Seven – Communicating with Students 
Code Grounded Density 
Clickers/Responders 1 3 
Conversations online 1 1 
Email feedback from students 1 2 
Emails for responding to students, reflect before 
responding 

2 2 

Ongoing feedback 1 1 
Students reflect and share opinions in online 
discussion forum 

2 1 

Use communication tools, not self-reflection shared 
with student 

1 2 

Web for assignment reviews 1 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 17  
 
Theme Eight – Interacting and Exchanging Ideas Through Online Teaching Communities 
Code Grounded Density 
Blog for other teachers to post 1 2 
Feedback from colleagues 1 2 
Twitter about experiences 1 2 
Use Internet to find out how other professors utilize 
technology 

3 1 

Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 18  
 
Theme Nine – Archiving and Organizing Curricular Information 
Code Grounded Density 
Calculate grades 1 2 
Computer test scoring 2 2 
Course materials stored electronically so can 
compare materials and grades from years back to 
today 

1 2 

Curriculum mapping software 1 1 
LMS reports 2 1 
Lesson planning 1 2 
Manage data 2 1 
Organize student feedback via Excel 1 2 
Update teaching portfolio 1 1 
Websites of student projects 1 1 
Websites housing teaching materials 1 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX F: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO ANALYZE THE 

DATA FROM THE QUESTION “WHAT ARE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
TECHNOLOGY THAT SUPPORT REFLECTIVE TEACHING PRACTICE?” 

 
Table 19  
 
Theme One – Relative Ease of Use and Speed  
Code Grounded Density 
Ease of use 6 1 
Easily emailed/shared 1 1 
Instantly review student work 1 2 
Quick feedback 3 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
 
Table 20  
 
Theme Two – Ability to Facilitate a Variety of Modes for Feedback 
Code Grounded Density 
Ability to get feedback (email) in future sharing what 
they learned, retained, use 

1 2 

Clickers assigned to classroom, not students 1 1 
Feedback through discussion board 1 1 
Opportunity for students to respond at their 
convenience 

1 1 

Opportunity to get feedback more often and modify 
course 

3 1 

Provide comments or data 1 1 
Quick feedback 3 2 
Survey - anonymous, tells who but not responses - 
encourage feedback to help reflection 

4 1 

Traditional course evaluations do not give systematic 
data for helping refine teaching 

1 2 

Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 21  
 
Theme Three – Ability to Record, Store, and Access Resources and Data for Review 
Code Grounded Density 
Access to student work and quizzes 1 1 
Instantly review student work 1 2 
Integration with online systems 1 1 
Keeping records of what happened organized and 
available for review and building new courses easier 

1 3 

LMS - outcomes and competency tool for organization 
and tracking 

1 3 

Personal journal (blog) - extended reflection, 
comments 

6 1 

Recording students 1 1 
Recording teaching for evaluation 6 1 
Share experiences with others 1 2 
Storage and saves paper 3 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 22  
 
Theme Four – Ability to Provide Systematic Data to Analyze Trends and Common 
Features 
Code Grounded Density 
Filter and analyze data for trends and common features 1 1 
Get an understanding of what can clarify in future classes 
and individual conferences with students 

1 1 

Keeping records of what happened organized and available 
for review and building new courses easier 

1 3 

LMS - outcomes and competency tool for organization and 
tracking 

1 3 

Online grading rubric - grade holistically and compile 
statistics 

1 1 

Survey responses in excel type spreadsheet for analysis 1 1 
Traditional course evaluations do not give systematic data 
for helping refine teaching 

1 2 

Wiki to watch the history of development of course outline 
& syllabus 

1 1 
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Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
Table 23  
 
Theme Five – Ability to Organize and Make Changes as Needed 
Code Grounded Density 
Keeping records of what happened organized and 
available for review and building new courses easier 

1 3 

LMS - outcomes and competency tool for 
organization and tracking 

1 3 

Organization 2 1 
Revise, update 1 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 

Table 24  
 
Theme Six – Ability to Facilitate Communities for Discussion, Sharing, and 
Collaboration 
Code Grounded Density 
Ability to get feedback (email) in future sharing what 
they learned, retained, use 

1 2 

Connectivity with students 1 1 
Enhanced student-teacher relationships and 
communication 

4 1 

Public reflection online to foster discussion about 
teaching 

1 1 

Share experiences with others 1 2 
Twitter 1 1 
Web 2.0 aspects of community and sharing 1 1 
   
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX G: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO DEVELOP THE 
THEME “BARRIERS TO USING TECHNOLOGY FOR REFLECTING IN 

TEACHING” 
 
Table 25  
 
Theme One – Cost 
Code Grounded Density 
Cost 3 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 26  
 
Theme Two – Difficult to Use and Need for Support and Training 
Code Grounded Density 
Awkward 1 1 
Availability of someone to record class sessions 1 1 
Cumbersome, detracts from natural flow 2 2 
D2L is a nightmare 1 1 
Difficult to learn, learning curve 2 1 
Difficult to use 1 1 
Lack of support 4 1 
Training 1 1 
Working through kinks and problems 1 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 27  
 
Theme Three – Inadequate and Unreliable Tools and Resources 
Code Grounded Density 
Access 1 1 
Inadequate tools 3 1 
Not consistent in software/hardware 1 1 
Unreliable, system failure, data loss 3 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 28 
 
Theme Four – Privacy and Viruses 
Code Grounded Density 
Privacy 2 1 
Viruses 1 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 29  
 
Theme Five – Time to Learn, Create, and Use 
Code Grounded Density 
Time 11 1 
Time to learn new technologies 2 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
 
Table 30  
 
Theme Six –Not the Same as Face-To-Face 
Code Grounded Density 
Cumbersome, detracts from natural flow 2 2 
Large classes - not possible to see all 
reactions/engagement 

1 1 

No ability for students to engage and speak publically 1 1 
Not Face-to-Face 1 1 
Not seeing body language 2 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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Table 31  
 
Theme Seven – Did Not Think About, or See the Benefit of, Using Technology for 
Reflection 
Code Grounded Density 
Don’t see benefits 9 1 
Formal reflection is not something I am in the habit 
of doing 

1 1 

Hard to get people “involved” 1 1 
Hard to sustain involvement over time 1 1 
Inclination 1 1 
Low priority 1 1 
Personality of instructor not conducive to some 
communication technologies 

1 1 

No Idea 8 1 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX H: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO ANALYZE 

“TECHNOLOGY USE IN TEACHING” 
 
 
Table 32 
 
Technology Use in Teaching 
Code Grounded Density 
Activities 0 9 
Announcements 8 1 
Ask questions 144 1 
Brainstorm 3 0 
Break up class 4 0 
Case studies 16 0 
Collaboration 11 0 
Concept maps 1 0 
Cooperation among students 2 0 
Demonstrate concept, process, and so forth 18 1 
Discussions 141 0 
Exam or quiz 26 1 
Feedback 77 3 
Group/team 71 2 
Guest speakers 2 0 
Labs 67 2 
Lecture 136 0 
Lesson plan 15 1 
Office hours 1 1 
PowerPoint 58 1 
Practice exercises and activities 32 0 
Present content 82 2 
Projects 24 0 
Readings 20 0 
Simulations 6 0 
Video/record class 1 0 
Writing assignments 31 2 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX I: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO ANALYZE 
“CHARACTERISTICS OF TECHNOLOGY USE FOR TEACHING AND 

LEARNING” 
 
Table 33 
 
Characteristics of Technology Use for Teaching and Learning 
Code Grounded Density 
Access  31 1 
Accessibility 2 0 
Active learning 2 1 
Authentic learning 1 0 
Convenience 5 0 
Cool or Wow factor 1 0 
Develop and create 43 0 
Discussions 141 0 
Effective 59 3 
Efficiency 2 0 
Engaged 67 0 
Excited 4 0 
Feedback 77 3 
Fun, enjoyment, affective 7 0 
Games 5 1 
Group/team 71 2 
Guest speakers 2 0 
Images and visuals 15 0 
Informal feedback 0 6 
Interaction 13 0 
Office hours 6 0 
Present content 82 2 
Readings 20 0 
Reinforce learning 8 0 
Screen recording 8 0 
Simulations 6 0 
Smartboard/Whiteboard 9 1 
Survey feedback 18 1 
Wireless 1 0 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX J: BREAKDOWN OF THE CODES USED TO ANALYZE 
“BARRIERS TO TECHNOLOGY USE  IN TEACHING” 

 
Table 34 
 
Barriers to Technology Use in Teaching 
Code Grounded Density 
Access 31 1 
Accessibility 2 0 
Attention span 6 1 
Body language 6 0 
Cost 10 0 
Ease of Use 14 0 
Effectiveness 59 3 
Institutional support 1 0 
Large classes 13 0 
Learning curve 7 0 
Misunderstanding of how to use 1 0 
Motivation 40 0 
Policies 1 0 
Privacy 6 0 
Reliability 4 0 
Security 1 0 
Self discipline 1 0 
Skills 21 0 
Support 18 0 
Time 178 0 
Time to learn 1 0 
Training 36 0 
Virus 1 0 
Wireless 1 0 
Note. Column one contains the Code from the respondents answer. Column two indicates how Grounded 
the code is, or how many citations/quotations were found in the survey responses that are linked to the 
code. The third column represents the Density, showing how many other codes are linked to, or related to, 
that specific code. 
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APPENDIX K: CATTRAX CLASSROOM DIAGNOSTIC TOOL EXPLANATION 
 

 

In the context of the Student-Problem (S-P) table, the student summary 

information appears to the left and the test item information to the right of the student 

information. The student summary information contains a ranked list, by test score, of the 

students. The test item information ranks the items from easiest to hardest and students 

from highest scoring to lowest scoring.  

For example, the first student with the identification code (ID) of 34 correctly 

answered 19 items (Tot) or 95 percent (Pct) of the items and was the highest ranking 

student on this test. A one (1), in the test item information section, indicates an item was 

answered correctly, a zero (0) indicates an item was answered incorrectly, and a period (.) 

indicates the student did not answer an item. Thus, student 34 correctly answered all but 

item 13. At the other extreme, student 19 correctly answered 8 items or 40 percent of the 

20 items on the test.  
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  The item summary information shows that item 11 was the easiest with 10 of the 

11 students in the class answering the item correctly (Item Total). Item 11 shows a 

difficulty (Difficulty % p) of 91 percent of the class responding correctly. Item 20 was 

the most difficult item on the test with only 4 students or 36 percent of the class 

responding correctly. The easiest items appear to the left with more difficult items 

appearing to the right. 

 While percent correct presents a basis for comparison for students taking this test 

within this class, the percent correct score should generally not be used for comparing 

across different tests because it does not consider the spread or variability of scores in a 

test. A common measure of variability is the standard deviation (SD). The standard 

deviation measures the extent the scores of the class tend to spread or cluster about the 

average or mean of the class. Tests with small standard deviations show the class is 

responding similarly or in a homogenous manner. Conversely, large standard deviations 

show greater diversity or more heterogeneous responses. The linear conversion of the z 

score (LinZ) simply presents a standardized index for comparing across tests by building 

the effects of the mean and standard deviation into the students' scores. The z score 

measures the test score in terms of standard deviations from the mean test score. For 

example, on this test, student 24 received a z score of 1 representing 80 percent correct or 

the mean score 64 plus the standard deviation score 16. A z score of 0 is the test raw 

score mean of 64 percent correct. Unlike raw scores, using z scores permits comparison 

of students' relative performance on various tests because, using z scores, tests always 

have the same mean of zero and standard deviation of one. 
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 A Modified Caution Index (MCI) is developed for both the items and students. 

Students 24, 39, 17, and 19 display an MCI exceeding .30 (Note the software does not 

show the decimal point to conserve space). These cautionary students display patterns of 

responses atypical of their classmates receiving similar scores. Specifically, the higher 

ranking cautionary students are answering easier items incorrectly and the lower 

cautionary ranking students are answering the more difficult items correctly. Unusual 

student response patterns and a resulting high caution index may be caused by guessing, 

confusion, unusual instructional or experiential history, copying, high anxiety, or 

carelessness. Questioning cautionary students about potential confusion may improve the 

students' potential for success in the class. Items 5, 17, 9, 12, 6, and 13, display an MCI 

exceeding .30. These cautionary items display atypical response patterns with easier 

items answered incorrectly by higher ranking students and harder items answered 

correctly by lower ranking students. High MCI values (exceeding .30) occurring within 

item responses may be the result of ethnic, experiential, gender, or instructional bias or 

where a potential mismatch between instructional practices and content occurs. These 

cautionary items deserve special attention when reviewing the test items with the class. 

  The point biserial correlation (Point Biserial r) and the discrimination index 

(Discrimination D) can be used to determine how well a test item discriminates between 

high-scoring and low-scoring students. The higher the positive value of the point biserial 

and discrimination index the better the test item discriminates between high-scoring and 

low-scoring students. A discrimination index or point biserial of zero shows the item does 

not discriminate between high-scoring and low-scoring students. And, a negative value 
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shows the item was answered correctly more often by the low-scoring students than by 

the high-scoring students. Items showing negative values can be eliminated from the test 

to improve the reliability of measurement.  

  Reliability determines how accurately a test performs its measurement. A measure 

of internal consistency called Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR20) provides an estimate 

of test reliability. KR20 assumes that items measure the same general factor or 

characteristic. Items that tend to measure the same objective will increase the internal 

consistency resulting in a higher KR20. KR20 has a range from 0 to 1 with commercial 

standardized tests nearing 0.95. KR20 is sensitive to test length with longer tests 

providing higher reliability. 

  An average or mean MCI is provided for both the students and items. The mean 

MCI scores may be helpful when comparing across different tests. 

The standard error of measurement (SEM) is the standard deviation of the "errors" 

of measuring the test score for an individual. The SEM is provided for both the total 

number of items correct and percentage correct as test summary information. When 

interpreting the test score of an individual, the standard error of measurement is a caution 

from drawing absolute conclusions from a single test score. Thus, a test score of 80 with 

a SEM of 2 can be interpreted as having a real score in the range of 78 to 80 or 80 to 82. 

(Callahan, 2000) 
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APPENDIX L: VERIFICATION  
 

Three instructional technologies support practitioners and one educator were 

asked to look at the data and identify general themes and themes for technology in 

teaching, technology for reflection, and barriers to using technology for teaching and 

reflection.  

Table 35  
 
Code Table 
Question Code 
Question 17 S22: Reflective teaching practices 
Question 18 S23: Technology for reflection 
Question 19 S24: Characteristics of using technology for reflection 
Question 20 S25: Barriers to using technology for reflection 
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Table 36  
 
Raters Identified Themes Overall by Agreement 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX-S22: informal feedback 4 
EX-S22: formal feedback - course evaluations 4 
EX-S22: Feedback requested 4 
EX-S25: Lack of belief in technology as 

alternative to support reflection 
3 

EX-S25: lack of access, not available 3 
EX-S23: No/probably not 3 
EX-S23: Collect feedback – surveys 3 
EX-S22: knowledgeable other community - 

advisory committee, talking to peers, 
colleagues, parents, advisors, TAs 

3 

EX-S25: unreliable 2 
EX-S25: time consuming to learn 2 
EX-S25: No idea, not sure, no 2 
EX-S25: lack of skills 2 
EX-S25: inadequate resources 2 
EX-S23: recording and reviewing class and 

teaching practice 
2 

EX-S23: online journal or blog 2 
EX-S23: don’t know what this means/confused 2 
EX-S22: tweaking, modifying course 2 
EX-S22: student assessments - performance/grades 2 
EX-S22: No/probably not 2 
EX-S22: intuitively obtained 2 
EX-S22: informal self review of methods and 

materials 
2 

EX: Success of a course determined by 1 
EX: Student engagement, motivation, 

enthusiasm 
1 

EX-S25: time consuming to use 1 
EX-S25: not meaningfully integrated 1 
EX-S25: lack of training 1 
EX-S25: lack of support 1 
EX-S25: lack of student reaction/inaction 1 
EX-S25: lack of security/privacy 1 
EX-S25: lack of motivation 1 
EX-S25: lack of funding 1 
EX-S25: instructor characteristics - personality, 

confidence 
1 

EX-S25: institutional policies 1 
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Table 36: Raters Identified Themes Overall by Agreement (continued) 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX-S25: distracting 1 
EX-S24: Visual display/ attraction 1 
EX-S24: participate in teaching communities 1 
EX-S24: interactivity 1 
EX-S24: feedback 1 
EX-S24: ease of use 1 
EX-S24: collaboration 1 
EX-S23: Web 2.0 tools for communication and sharing 1 
EX-S23: Feedback 1 
EX-S23: Archive and organize curricular information 1 
EX-S23: analyze feedback from students 1 
EX-S22: reviewing and making notes to self 1 
EX-S22: Research reflection methods - conferences, reflecting 

on curriculum goals, etc. 
1 

EX-S22: observing students 1 
EX-S22: listening to students 1 
EX-S22: Feedback 1 
EX-S22:  trying to observe or think about things and then 

improving or  
1 

EX: not necessarily perceived by instructors as a valid 
method of instruction 

1 

EX: Interesting trend: few people write that “I do not know 
how to use the technology” while more 

1 

EX: informal feedback not necessarily perceived by 
instructors as a valid method of reflection 

1 
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Table 37 
 
Reflective Teaching Practices 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX-S22: Feedback requested 4 

EX-S22: formal feedback - course evaluations 4 

EX-S22: informal feedback 4 
EX-S22: knowledgeable other community - 

advisory committee, talking to peers, 
colleagues, parents, advisors, TAs 

3 

EX-S22: informal self review of methods and 
materials 

2 

EX-S22: intuitively obtained 2 
EX-S22: No/probably not 2 
EX-S22: student assessments - performance/grades 2 

EX-S22: tweaking, modifying course 2 
EX-S22:  trying to observe or think about things 

and then improving 
1 

EX-S22: Feedback 1 
EX-S22: listening to students 1 
EX-S22: observing students 1 
EX-S22: Research reflection methods - 

conferences, reflecting on curriculum 
goals, etc. 

1 

EX-S22: reviewing and making notes to self 1 
Total 31 
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Table 38  
 
Technology for Reflection 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX-S23: Collect feedback - surveys 3 
EX-S23: No/probably not 3 
EX-S23: don’t know what this 

means/confused 
2 

EX-S23: online journal or blog 2 
EX-S23: recording and reviewing class and 

teaching practice 
2 

EX-S23: analyze feedback from students 1 
EX-S23: Archive and organize curricular 

information 
1 

EX-S23: Feedback 1 
EX-S23: Web 2.0 tools for communication 

and sharing 
1 

 Total 16 
 

Table 39 
 
Characteristics of Using Technology for Reflection 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX-S24: collaboration 1 
EX-S24: ease of use 1 
EX-S24: feedback 1 
EX-S24: interactivity 1 
EX-S24: participate in teaching communities 1 
EX-S24: Visual display/ attraction 1 
 Total 6 
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Table 40  
 
Barriers to Using Technology for Reflection 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX-S25: lack of access, not available 3 
EX-S25: Lack of belief in technology as 

alternative to support reflection 
3 

EX-S25: inadequate resources 2 
EX-S25: lack of skills 2 
EX-S25: No idea, not sure, no 2 
EX-S25: time consuming to learn 2 
EX-S25: unreliable 2 
EX-S25: distracting 1 
EX-S25: institutional policies 1 
EX-S25: instructor characteristics - personality, 

confidence 
1 

EX-S25: lack of funding 1 
EX-S25: lack of motivation 1 
EX-S25: lack of security/privacy 1 
EX-S25: lack of student reaction/inaction 1 
EX-S25: lack of support 1 
EX-S25: lack of training 1 
EX-S25: not meaningfully integrated 1 
EX-S25: time consuming to use 1 
Total 27 
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Table 41  
 
General, Overall 
Code Number in Agreement 
EX: Student engagement, motivation, 

enthusiasm 
1 

EX: Success of a course determined by 1 
EX: informal feedback not necessarily 

perceived by instructors as a valid 
method of reflection 

1 

EX: Interesting trend: few people write that “I 
do not know how to use the technology” 
while more 

1 

EX: not necessarily perceived by instructors 
as a valid method of 

1 

 

Practitioner One 

General comment: Many respondents are unclear what is meant by "reflection." The 
nuances among the many questions about "reflection" were indiscernible and/or 
frustrating to most respondents. 
 
Success of a course most often determined by: 

1. informal observation of/feel for student engagement/motivation/enthusiasm 
2. student opinion on course eval, midterm survey, informal response to inquiry 
3. student performance/grades 

 
The answers to question 17 indicate that most respondents reflect by way of: 

1. asking students/listening to students/observing students 
2. course evaluations 
3. some other unknown method 
4. tweaking/reviewing/making note to self 
5. they don't do it 
6. talking to peers, parents, advisors, TAs 

 
Overwhelmingly, respondent’s opinion that they do not use tech tools to encourage 
reflection. 
 
Courses/Teaching are described in terms of: 

1. type of content delivery mode 
2. discussion/group work vs. individual work 
3. whether or not there are opportunities for question/answer/feedback 
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Students are most often described using these terms: 

• motivated 
• engaged 
• pressured 
• short attention span 
• bored 
• (Interestingly, several respondents emphasize/describe the characteristics of an 
• instructor when asked to describe the students.) 

 
Mentioned most often as what respondents look for in tech: 

1. visual display/attraction 
2. ease of use 
3. interactivity 
4. immediate feedback 
5. collaboration 

 
Barriers to use of tech for teaching: 

1. lack of skills-lack of time to learn new skills (students and instructors) 
2. unreliability--not sure it will always work [lack of physical access may be a 

related theme (in classroom and in home/work)] 
3. tech is not meaningfully integrated or is distracting 
4. may be relate to item 1: newness/change is difficult/threatening 

Practitioner Two 

themes that have to do with 

• reflective teaching practices 
• feedback from students – explicitly requested or informally / intuitively 

obtained 
• formally, via course evaluations  
• informally , via trying to observe or think about things and then improving or 

tweaking the course (not necessarily perceived by instructors as a valid 
method of reflection) 

• using technology to help reflect on teaching 

 

Do you use technology to reflection your teaching: 

• “no” / “probably not” 
• “don’t know what this means” 
• identified a specific technique or tool used to obtain feedback 
• less frequently: “I use the survey tool.” 
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Barriers to using technology for reflection. 

• time consuming to use or learn to use 
• none / no / not sure  
• ? / no idea 
• tool does not (efficiently) support reflection / tool unavailable 

Interesting trend: few people write that “I do not know how to use the technology” while 
more people attribute the cause to the technology “the technology does not support me.” 

Practitioner Three 

Reflective Teaching Practices 

• Informal self review of curricular methods and materials (thinking about what 
worked and didn’t work) 

• Informal feedback from students (mid-semester or periodic check-ins) 
• TCE’s 
• From colleagues or colleague groups (online/F2F) 

 

Using technology to reflect: 

• Online journal or blog 
• Online survey of students 
• Web 2.0 tools 
• Video-taping classroom environment 

  

Barriers to using technology to reflect: 

• Inadequate tools (resources or availability) 
• Training 
• Time 

 
Practitioner Four 
 
Reflective Teaching Practices 

Responses seemed to focus on feedback mechanisms or means of reflection. Some 
participants reported not engaging in reflection or an uncertainty about the question.  
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[Tables are included using the format provided by the Expert Reviewer] 

Theme Examples 
No Reflection Reported or 
Uncertain Response Given 

38. Not really. Probably should. 
56. Not sure what you mean by "reflect" 

Yes, but vague 36. Yes. I want my students to learn and I 
try to improve my teaching strategies 
continuously.  

Teaching – Self-Reflection 3. Continually. How is a peculiar question. 
The mechanism I use is to think, study 
and then think again. Also to think, ask 
the students what they think and then 
think again. 

4. I try and improve my methods every 
year by tweaking lesson plans, 
presentations, and keeping up as much 
as possible with new stuff coming up. 

Teaching – Informal Student 
Feedback 

1. I have changed course assignments to 
reflect some suggestions that students 
have made. I frequently ask students 
about the value of an assignment and 
how to make it more useful. 

Teaching – Formal Student 
Feedback 

8. We collect written evaluations by 
students at the end of the semester that 
are read by the TA and me. 

Teaching – Knowledgeable Other 
Community 

2.  advisory committee, I have an advisory 
committee that includes teachers, 
students, administrators, and parents, 
who help with programming 

23. I also have a blog that other teachers 
contribute to in a dialogic reflection on 
our pedagogical goals and assumptions 
for teaching writing. 

Teaching - Research 12. Always. research for conference 
presentations, publication 

23. Yes. My scholarship involves critically 
reflecting on my curricular goals and 
pedagogy through classroom 
ethnography. 

Teaching – Student Learning 
Assessments 

2. grading - I reflect on assessment outcomes 
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Using technology to reflect on Teaching 

Theme Examples 

No 5. No 

Yes – To Review Teaching Practice 1. Well, I have watched my video lecture, 
which was helpful. Interestingly, I 
reviewed the captioning that went with 
that lecture and was somewhat 
disconcerted at how the digressions in a 
lecture must appear to the deaf and hard-
of-hearing students. When I listened to 
the lecture, it sounded fine, but when I 
read the captioning script, it seemed 
very disjointed. That was an amazing 
eye-opener. I have 2 deaf students in my 
class, and became quite a bit more 
sensitive to how the written script of a 
lecture does not match the organization 
of the lectures that I write on the D2L 
web pages. 

Yes – To Participate in a Teaching 
Community 

3. I use the internet to find out how other 
professors utilize technology or do not 
use it. 

19. Send drafts of syllabi, activities and 
assignments to colleagues for feedback! 

Yes – To Journal 4. I have a blog on wordpress, but it's 
fallen into disuse. 

Yes – To Collect Feedback from 
Students 

16. Sometimes I give my students electronic 
surveys. 

Yes – To Archive and Organize 
Curricular Information 

9. Emails (see above) and I store all course 
material in easy-to-locate filing system 
so I can compare material and grades 
from years back to today. 

28. Curriculum mapping software requires 
you to both plan your teaching and 
reflect on it later to make changes in 
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your maps. 

Yes – To Analyze Feedback from 
Students 

22. Yes see above. -- Also, in online quiz 
data I can see which questions are giving 
the students problems, compare scores 
and grade distributions for different 
assignments in gradebook 

 

Barriers to using Technology for Reflection 

Theme Examples 

Lack of How-to Knowledge 
(pedagogical, technological) 

1. Probably that I don't really have the 
conceptualization of how to create or 
implement these practices, and I would 
(no doubt) need technical support. 

School Policies 4. AUPs that limit what responsible adults 
can (or CAN'T) do. 

44. …There may also be administrative 
problems to deal with - our formal 
evaluations from students, until recently, 
had to be done via Scantron sheets. It 
was not acceptable to conduct them any 
other way and there is still a stigma 
amongst department heads and some 
deans against using electronic 
evaluations, even though they are 
deemed acceptable by the Vice 
Chancellor.  

Lack of Technology Tools 
(software, hardware) 

5. Having the correct equipment (software, 
etc) 

Lack of Time 6. Insufficient time.  

Lack of Support (initial, sustained) 6. Lack of support. 

17. It is time consuming and hard to get 
people "involved" and to sustain that 
involvement over long periods of time. 

Lack of Security/Privacy 8. depends--on the internet; there is a 
concern for privacy. Viruses and data 
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Lack of Security/Privacy 8. depends--on the internet; there is a 
concern for privacy. Viruses and data 
loss come to mind also. 

13. I could blog but I don't want students to 
be able to find it. I put very little on my 
Facebook account for that very reason. 

Lack of Technological Reliability 10. System failure 

Lack of Funding 14. money 

Fear of Student Reaction/Inaction 22. Asking students to complete something 
after class -- they might not get to it. 

Lack of Motivation 26. Time. Inclination. 

Lack of Belief in Technology as 
Alternative 

34. …There is a need also to do more live 
face to face discussions as well. This 
allows for a more open and flowing 
discussion. People tend to ask more 
questions and get deeper into a 
discussion when it is discussed live and 
face to face. 

39. Some of the clues you get from body 
language aren't always apparent when 
using technology. 

Personal Characteristics (e.g., 
confidence, style) 

39. …I could use a blog to reflect and have 
seen some great work done on blogs, but 
my personality is not a good match for 
that.  
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